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ABSTRACT. Storm, basin, stream, soil, floodplain, and other relevant 
factors were investigated for 62 basins in areas drained by the Sangamon, 
Rock, and Little Wabash Rivers in Illinois, to understand the variation in 
skew values from the annual flood series. Various flood-frequency analyses 
were conducted for the annual flood series at each of the 62 study basins. 
The main conclusions drawn from this study are: 1) the criterion for a low 
outlier, as given in Bulletin 17 of the Water Resources Coundil, is too severe 
and needs modification; 2) one or two very low floods greatly decrease the 
skew value and distort the fitted distribution curve; 3) a high outlier can 
be confirmed by statistics of the storm producing it; 4) some better tests 
need to be developed for identifying or perceiving low and high outliers; 
5) the methodology developed as a part of this study for modifying outliers 
is generally satisfactory; 6) the modification of outliers changes the 
standard deviation and skew, and regionalization of both the parameters is 
needed instead of the skew alone; 7) the observed floods should be plotted 
using the best statistical plotting position instead of the commonly used 
Welbull plotting position, for checking the fit of the derived distribution 
curve with the observed data; 8) the log Pearson type III distribution is 
better than the Pearson type III distribution for drainage areas up to about 
5000 sq mi; 9) the standard deviation and skew appear to be correlated with 
basin and stream characteristics; 10) a change in the flow-section character­
istics when river discharge begins inundating the floodplain introduces a new 
storage element that can affect the distribution shape of the observed floods; 
and 11) the distribution parameters (mean, standard deviation, and skew) below 
the junction of two major tributaries are affected greatly by the degree of 
concurrency of tributary flood peaks in time and flow magnitude. It is neces­
sary to consider outliers, high flood-producing storm statistics, and any 
other pertinent information before deriving log Pearson type III distribution 
parameters. The regionalization should then be attempted with the derived 
parameter values for homogeneous regions or subregions as indicated by the 
distribution parameters as well as stream and basin characteristics. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The following paragraph, condensed from the Foreword to Bulletin 
17A of the Hydrology Committee, U.S. Water Resources Council, entitled 
Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow Frequency, explains the efforts 
expended in developing a uniform, consistent and accurate technique for 
determining flood-flow frequencies. 
"An accurate estimate of the flood damage potential is a key 
element to an effective, nationwide flood damage abatement program. 
To obtain both a consistent and accurate estimate of flood losses 
requires development, acceptance, and widespread application of a 
uniform, consistent and accurate technique for determining flood-
flow frequencies. In a pioneer effort to promote a consistent 
approach, the U.S. Water Resources Council in December 1967 pub­
lished Bulletin No. 15. The technique presented therein was adopted 
by the Council for use in all Federal planning involving water 
and related land resources. The Council also recommended use of 
the technique by State, local government, and private organizations. 
Adoption was based on the clear understanding that efforts to develop 
methodological improvements in the technique would be continued 
and adopted when appropriate. An extension and update of Bulletin 
No. 15 was published in March 1976 as Bulletin No. 17-- Guidelines 
for Determining Flood Flow Frequency. It presented the currently 
accepted methods for analyzing peak flow frequency data at gaging 
stations with sufficient detail to promote uniform application. 
The present guide is the next step in a continuing effort to improve 
these methodologies. It is the result of a continuing effort to 
develop a coherent set of procedures for accurately defining flood 
potentials. Much additional study is required before the two goals 
of accuracy and consistency will be fully attained." 
The portion of the generalized skew coefficient map relevant to Illinois, 
taken from Bulletin No. 17A, is reproduced in Fig. 1. Average skew coef­
ficients by one degree quadrangles and the number of stream gaging stations 
used for getting the average are also shown. With the exception of 
lower southern Illinois, the map indicates a generalized skew coefficient 
of -0.4 for the State. The average skew for Illinois, taken as the mean 
of the average values for each one degree quadrangle is about -0.4. How­
ever, there is a wide variation in average skew values for the quadrangles, 
ranging from +0.25 to -1.55. Furthermore, there is no systematic pattern 
or trend in variation of skew coefficients, g, from one quadrangle to the 
other. 
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Figure 1. Study basins and physiographic divisions in I l l i n o i s , 
and skew coefficients from Bullet in 17A 
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Objectives of This Study. The main objectives of this study were to invest­
igate the basic factors such as the storm, basin and stream, soil, and flood-
plain characteristics that cause the skew values from observed flood series at 
various gaging stations to vary not only from one drainage basin to another but 
also from one sub-basin to another within the same basin. Drainage basins of the 
Sangamon, Rock, and Little Wabash Rivers (Fig. 1). were selected for detailed 
analyses to provide a geographic, physiographic, and meteorologic variation. The 
62 sub-basins were classified into 3 categories according to the drainage area, 
A. The number of these basins in each category are: 
Storm Factors. Medium to major floods in small basins occur from intense, 
short-duration thunderstorms. Storms for 5 top floods for each basin were 
analyzed. Assuming that point rainfall represents catchment rainfall for 
areas below 10 sq mi, estimates of 25-, 50-, and 100-year floods were obtained 
to check the corresponding estimates from the flood frequency analyses. The 
information helped in assessing any high outliers in the data. For the medium 
size drainage areas up to 1000 sq mi, the daily precipitation over the basin 
was obtained from precipitation records at raingage stations in and around 
the basin for the 5 top floods at each gaging station. The antecedent soil 
moisture conditions were estimated from the rainfall and evaporation during the 
3-week period prior to the flood event. The runoff factor varied with storm 
magnitude, antecedent soil moisture condition, and season. The possibility of 
high outliers was investigated from the information developed. 
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Some floods from rain and snowmelt were found to be in the top 5 floods 
for many basins particularly in the Rock River basin. For the large basins, 
covering more than a thousand square miles, the storm information helped in 
estimating the possibility of a major storm covering large areas. 
Basin and Stream Factors. Shape and area of the basin, length and slope 
of the main channel, and percent area covered by lakes and ponds and by for­
est are some of the major basin and stream factors affecting the magnitude of 
peak flows. These were considered in differentiating the flood response from 
different basins. 
Soil Factors. The permeability or the infiltration index of the basin 
soils modifies the flood response but the modification level varies with the magn­
itude of the flood-producing storm. Generally, less pervious soils are assoc­
iated with relatively higher overland slopes and this increases their flood 
potential. The basin soils were studied under 5 broad categories of infiltration 
rates. 
Floodplain Factors. The bankful1 channel flow corresponds to about a 
2-year flood. Many of the flood distributions analyzed showed change in curv­
ature at about 0.5 cumulative probability when plotted on lognormal probability 
paper. An investigation of the interaction between the flow in the channel and 
in the floodplain, when water starts submerging the latter, indicates that mean 
flow velocities first decrease and then start increasing with increase in depth 
of flow over the floodplain. Usually the extent of the floodplain increases 
with the stream length. The effect of the floodplain on the value of skew coeffi­
cients can be considered in terms of added storage and increased travel time; it 
reduces the flood peak and decreases the skew value. The development of flood-
plains and hence their effects vary from basin to basin. 
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Miscellaneous Factors. Other factors influencing the skew values were 
also investigated. Some important ones are mentioned here. 
1) Plotting Position. Statistically speaking, the best plotting position 
is given by p =(m - a ) / (n - 2a + 1) instead of the conventionally used 
p= m/(n +1) in which p is the cumulative probability of exceedance, m defines 
the rank order when floods are ranked in the descending order of magnitude, n 
is the sample size, and a equals 0.38 for normal and gamma distributions. 
This plotting position lowers the estimate of the higher floods. 
2) Low Outliers. There are no low outliers in the 62 flood series 
analyzed according to the criterion in Bulletin No. 17A. However, the occurrence 
of one or two very low floods, in drought or very dry years, reduces (algebra­
ically) greatly the skew coeefficient, g. The criterion needs to be modified. 
A computer program was developed for modifying the outliers so that the modified 
values follow the general trend as indicated by the rest of the data. 
3) High Outliers. Dropping a high outlier decreases the skew coefficient. 
There are no satisfactory procedures available for determination of a high 
outlier. The available statistical tests indicate only if the high flood isan 
outlier at the l or 5 percent level. Better methodologies and tests need to 
be developed. The program developed for modifying outliers was used to assess 
the effect of modifying high outliers. Statistics of flood-producing storms 
were also used in deciding such outliers. 
Flood Frequency Analyses. These analyses were carried out for the observed 
annual maximum flood series at the 62 gaging stations with the Pearson type III, 
log-Pearson type III, two-distribution, and log two-distribution methods. 
Values of 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year recurrence Interval floods with the above 
methods, as well as with the regional skew coefficient, were obtained both with 
the historical flood series and the series with outliers modified. 
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Statistical Correlations. Regression analyses were used to discern any 
correlation of standard deviation, s, and skew coefficient, g, as developed 
from the log-Pearson type III method, with the basin and stream factors. The 
results of these correlations are included in this report. 
Physiographic Characteristics. Illinois is essentially a prairie plain with 
moderate to slight relief. The physiographic contrasts between various parts of 
the state are caused by the extent and age of several glaciations, differences 
in glacial morphology, and height of the glacial plain above main lines of 
drainage. The Rock River basin in Illinois lies in the Rock River Hill Country 
physiographic division, with the exception of South Branch Kishwaukee River in 
the Bloomington Ridged Plain and Green River in the Green River Lowland. The 
northeastern portion of Sangamon River basin (about 40 percent of the whole 
basin) lies in the Bloomington Ridged Plain and the remaining in the Springfield 
Plain. About 30 percent of Little Wabash River basin (the northern part) lies 
in the Springfield Plain; the rest is in the Mount Vernon Hill Country. Salient 
physiographic features (Leighton, et al., 1948) of the divisions covering the 
three river basins (Fig. 1) are given below. 
Rock River Hill Country. It is characterized by subdued rolling hill lands 
in the stage of late youth to early maturity. The Illinoian drift is thin 
throughout most of the division. Major uplands and valleys are determined 
primarily by the bedrock surface. The stream valleys are relatively broad and 
steep walled and have terrace remnants of alluvial fill. Most of the minor 
streams are narrow and V-shaped. 
Green River Lowland. It is a poorly drained plain with prominent sand 
ridges and dunes. The present lowland coincides in large part with a broad 
bedrock lowland which was occupied by the Mississippi River up to the time of 
Wisconsin glaciation. 
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Bloomington Ridged Plain. It is characterized by low, broad moraine 
ridges with intervening wide stretches of relatively flat or gently undula-
tory ground moraine. The glacial deposits are relatively thick throughout 
the division. Drainage development is generally in the initial stage. The 
valleys of principal streams have floodplains bordered by valley-train 
terraces. 
Springfield Plain. It includes the level portion of the Illinoian 
drift sheet in central and southcentral Illinois. It is distinguished 
mainly by its flatness and by shallow entrenchment of drainage. Drainage 
systems are well developed and the Plain as a whole is in a late youthful 
stage of dissection. The uplands are low with respect to the master-streams 
and the valleys are relatively shallow. Most of the principal streams have 
low gradients and occupy broad alluviated and terraced valleys. The Illinoian 
drift is moderately thick and is underlain by older drift except in areas 
where the bedrock is close to the surface. 
Mount Vernon Hill Country. It comprises the southern portion of the 
Illinoian drift sheet in Illinois and is characterized by mature topography 
of low relief with restricted upland prairies and broad alluviated valleys 
along the larger streams. A relatively complete drainage system is present 
and most streams have broad terraced valleys and low gradients. The Illinoian 
drift is thin and the present land surface is primarily a bedrock surface of 
low relief, 
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METHODS FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF ANNUAL FLOOD SERIES 
The Water Resources Council (1.976, 1977) has recommended the following 
techniques for fitting the log-Pearson type III (LP3) distribution to observed 
annual flood peaks, Q, and for computing floods at selected recurrence 
intervals. 
a. Compute mean, 
where x = log10Q and n = number of years or sample size. 
b. Compute standard deviation, s 
c. Compute skew coefficient, g 
d. Compute flood of recurrence interval T years, QT 
in which k is a factor that is a function of g and the selected recur­
rence interval (or exceedance probability). Values of k can be 
obtained from a table. 
Because of the errors inherent in estimating the third moment from a small 
sample, a regional analysis is recommended for deriving a suitable value of 
regional skew coefficient, gr. The weighted skew, gw, 
is used with the sample and s; the weight w equals (n - 25)/75. When n 
equals or exceeds 100, w equals unity. 
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The problem of outliers is recognized and it is dealt with in respect to 
outliers at both the low and high end. For the existence of low outliers, the 
criterion is 
Use of this criterion is equivalent to rejection at the 1 percent level of signi­
ficance. When one or more outliers are identified, they are deleted from the 
record and the remaining record is treated as an incomplete record. 
The generalized skew coefficient for Illinois (with the exception of the 
lower portion of southern Illinois) is -0.4 according to the map in Bulletin 
17A of the Water Resources Council. The test statistic or the left-hand side 
of Eq. 6 needs to be greater than 3.45 and 3.87 for n = 25 and 50, respectively. 
If a high outlier is suspected, a comparison with historical flood data 
and flood information at nearby sites is made. If such information is avail­
able, a plotting position is assigned to each outlier and the procedure for 
historic floods is used, otherwise the outlier is retained as it is in the 
basic computations. 
Plotting Positions. The results of statistical analyses are often compared 
by plotting the derived floods and the observed floods on log-probability paper. 
The plotting position for the observed floods has been a matter of considerable 
controversy. A general formula for computing plotting positions (Harter, 1971) is 
in which m is the rank order of flood values arranged in a descending order 
of magnitude, p is the probability of exceedance, and a and b depend on the 
distribution. For a symmetrical distribution, a equals b. The commonly used 
plotting position of 
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is obtained by putting a=b=0 and is known as the Weibull plotting position. 
However, a value of about 0.38 (Cunnane, 1978; Blom, 1958) is considered the 
best for a sample size of 15 and larger. 
Other Variations of Pearson type III. Bobee and Robitaille (1977) used 
annual flood data at 18 gaging stations from various countries, the upstream 
drainage area ranging from 6600 to 226,000 sq mi . They inferred from 
their analyses that the Pearson type III (P3) distribution fitted the annual 
flood data more adequately than the LP3. The drainage areas considered by 
them were very large. The flood series for the 62 stations used in 
this report have also been analyzed by fitting the P3 to check the inference 
derived from the large-area basins. 
The estimates of s, and g derived from the method of moments (Eqs. 1, 
2, and 3) may be improved by minimizing Σ(Δk)2 where Δk equals the difference 
between the k from the p for the observed flood and the k obtained from Eq. 4 
with the observed flood substituting for QT. This approach can be used with 
a=b=0 or a=b=0.38, that is, the commonly used or the 'best' plotting position. 
Computer programs have been developed as a part of this study to derive 
'optimized' estimates of s and g. 
Two-Distribution Method. The two-distribution method is based on the 
mixed-distribution concept and considers the observed floods to belong to two 
populations with means variances and relative weights 
α and 1-α of the two component distributions which may both be lognormal, 
normal, or any other distribution type, or a mixture of two types. The two-
distribution method, developed from various studies (Singh, 1968; Singh and 
Sinclair, 1972; Singh 1974) is based on the following equations: 
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in which F is the probability of being equal to or less than x. The compo­
nent distributions are taken as log-normal (x = log Q) or normal (x = Q) in 
the above equations. The two-distribution parameters are linked to population 
and (skew) according to the following equations (Cohen, 1967): 
A computer program was developed to yield 'optimal' estimates of a, 
using equations 12 and 13 with minimization of ∑(Δz)2 where 
As equals the difference between the standard deviates corresponding to the 
observed probability and that fitted according to Eq. 9. The program includes 
a subroutine for calculating various recurrence-interval floods with the derived 
set of parameter values. 
Anderson (1966) had suggested decomposing distributions in hydrology into 
a few simpler frequency functions, which when added, give the final composite 
effect. Each of the simpler functions is taken to be more and more nearly a 
Gaussian frequency distribution as the decomposition proceeds to more elemen­
tary levels. Mixed distributions in hydrology may occur because of various 
factors: rainstorms from frontal or hurricane systems; flood flow from rain 
on wet or dry basin with or without snow cover, or from snow melt; variable 
modification of the flood wave because of the changing f loodplain and channel 
storage interaction with increasing flood stage, etc. 
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Frequency analyses have been carried out with the two distribution method 
with log-normal and normal component distributions and with a=b=0 and a=b=0.38. 
Outliers. An outlier in a set of data is defined (Barnett and Lewis, 1978) 
as an observation (or subset of observations) which appears to be inconsistent 
with the remainder of that set of data. It is a matter of subjective judg­
ment on the part of the analyst whether or not he picks out some observation 
(or set of observations) for scrutiny. If the criterion recommended by the 
Water Resources Council for determining a low outlier is followed, practically 
no low outlier is indicated in the observed flood series at the 62 study basins. 
However, occurrence of one or two very low floods (about one-half or one-third 
of the next higher flood) seriously distorts the fitted frequency curve and yields 
very low values (in the algebraic sense) of the skew coefficient. Such low 
floods may not belong to the population of other floods and would be omitted 
if partial series were used. Frequency analyses were conducted both without 
and with dropping such low floods. 
A methodology was devised to replace outliers (low, high, or both) with 
values indicated by the rest of the data. The analyst can define the low 
and/or high outlier(s) that need to be replaced or modified. The various steps 
in the process are: 
1) Compute s, and g from the observed flood series. 
2) If no high outlier(s) is to be replaced, go to step 7. 
3) Compute recurrence interval, T, of the high outlier to be replaced 
or modified. 
4) Calculate Δk with the sample g from the table with T and g as 
arguments. 
5) Compute new value for the outlier to be modified from 
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6) Replace the old x1 with new x1. 
7) If no low outlier(s) is (are) to be modified, go to step 13. 
8) Let new g = -(sample g). 
9) Compute recurrence interval of the low outlier, considering the 
floods are arranged in an ascending order of magnitude. 
10) Calculate Δk with the new g from the table with T and g as arguments. 
11) Compute new or modified value of the outlier from 
12) Replace the old xn with new xn. 
13) With the new data set, calculate new s, and g. 
14) If the absolute value of the di fference between the new and old is ≤0.001, 
between new and old s is ≤ 0.002, and between new and old g is ≤ 
0.005, the new values of s, and g as well as the new data set 
are the final data set. If not, label the new values of the parameters 
and data set as old values and repeat steps 2 through 14. 
Usually 3 to 5 iterations were needed in replacing the outliers with values con­
sistent with the rest of the data. The Water Resources Council recommends keeping 
the high outlier in the data set unless the outlier can be assigned a new 
plotting position based on a comparison of the historical flood data and flood 
information at nearby sites. 
Values of Δk for Given T and g 
-1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 
100 0.03096" 0.07013 0.12667 0.19572 0.27260 0.35406 0.43803 0.52313 0.60840 
50 0.05018 0.09704 0.15791 0.22787 0.30306 0.38094 0.45987 0.53873 0.61671 
40 0.05891 0.10840 0.17059 0.24070 0.31511 0.39154 0.46848 0.54490 0.62001 
20 0.09920 0.15705 0.22810 0.29243 0.36330 0.43377 0.50276 0.56945 0.63313 
10 0.17698 0.24390 0.30967 0.37606 0.43993 0.50033 0.55654 0.60790 0.65368 
"0.03096 = (k for p = 0.01 and g = -1.6) minus (k for p = 0.02 and g = -1.6) 
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T g 
As an example, two low floods in the 27-year annual flood series for 
the Flat Branch near Taylorville, USGS No. 05 574500, were selected as low outliers. 
The results from the computer output are given in Table 1. 
Two statistical tests for defining high outliers were adopted from Barnett 
and Lewis (1978). The first test is applicable to a single high outlier in a 
gamma sample with known value of the shape parameter. The mean, standard 
deviation, s, and the shape factor, are calculated from the log-
transformed flood series. If the high outlier is x1 , the test statistic is 
x1 /Σxi, i= 1, 2, ..., n. Critical values of the statistic at the 5 and 1 percent 
level of significance are given in a table form for different values of n and 
the shape factor. If the sample statistic equals or exceeds the critical value, 
x can be considered a high outlier at the indicated level of significance. 
The second test considers one or more high outliers in a gamma sample 
with unknown shape factor. Square roots of x1, x2, ...., xn are considered as 
approximately normally distributed. The mean, standard deviation, and skew coeffi­
cient (for checking the efficiency of square-root transformation) are calculated 
for the series. Considering up to 3 high outliers, the three test statistics, 
TS, are: 
Critical values of the statistics at the 5 and 1 percent level are given in the 
tables (Barnett and Lewis, 1978). 
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TABLE 1. MODIFICATION OF TWO LOW FLOODS OBSERVED 
AT FLAT BRANCH NEAR TAYLORVILLE 
Floods ranked in the descending order of magnitude (27 years): 
13000, 9400, 8620, 7540, 7350, 5900, 5870, 5750, 5000, 4990, 
4590, 4460, 4150, 4050, 3580, 3400, 3210, 3000, 2560, 2000, 
1930, 1900, 1860, 1850, 1770, 660, 457 
Therefore the two very low floods (which appear to be inconsistent with 
the rest of the data) can be modified from 457 and 660 cfs to 1088 and 1360 cfs, 
respectively. The sample skew increases from -0.8219 with the outliers to 
-0.0323 when the outliers are modified. 
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FREQUENCY OF FLOOD-PRODUCING STORMS 
Floods in Illinois streams and rivers are caused by storm rainfall on 
a basin with varying levels of average soil moisture conditions, or with 
frozen ground and varying depth of snow cover. A high flood can be caused 
by a medium to heavy storm over a basin with favorable to average soil mois­
ture conditions or from a small to medium storm over a basin with snow cover 
and frozen ground. An analysis of flood-producing storms gives an insight 
into the rainfall-runoff relationship, any seasonal variation in this rela­
tionship, and a measure of the flood frequency based on the frequency of the 
storm. Five top floods from the annual flood series at each of the 62 study 
basins were selected for analyzing the storms causing these floods, antecedent 
soil moisture conditions from the preceding rainfall and evaporation, and any 
frozen ground and/or snow cover. 
Flood-Producing Storms. Day, month, and year of each of the top 5 floods 
observed at a gaging station indicate the approximate time of the storm event; 
the storm usually precedes the flood peak by less than an hour to several hours 
for small to medium size basins and from several hours to a few days for medium 
to large size drainage areas. The raingage stations in and around the drainage 
basin under consideration were marked on the map. Hourly and/or daily precipi­
tation data available at these stations from the Weather Bureau and NOAA Clima-
tolbgical Data were read for the storm period as well as for a 3-week period 
preceding the storm for assessing the antecedent soil moisture conditions. 
Hourly or daily rainfall was calculated with the Thiessen (1911) method. The 
storm rainfall was calculated for the estimated time of concentration or time 
lag, or from the temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall. 
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Storm Frequency. Technical Letter 13 (State Water Survey, 1970) gives 
3 tables which provide point rainfall depths for average recurrence intervals of 
2,5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 years, and storm durations of 5 to 60 minutes, 1 to 18 
hours, and 1 to 10 days, for each of the four sections into which the state is 
divided (Fig. 2). The three tables are compressed into Table 2 by reducing the 
number of storm durations. 
The catchment rainfall was converted to the point estimate with the help 
of Fig. 3, taken from Fig. 15 of the Weather Bureau Technical Paper No. 40 
(Hershfield,1961). Because the storm may not cover an entire basin (though 
it may cover parts of the adjoining basins), the catchment storm precipitation 
may be somewhat less than that given by Fig. 3. This was taken into consid­
eration in estimating the point rainfall. The point estimate and storm duration 
were used in obtaining the storm frequency from the tables in Technical Letter 
13. 
Runoff Factor, RO. In this study, the runoff factor, RO, is defined as 
the ratio of flood peak, in inches per hour, to the average storm rainfall 
intensity, P, in inches per hour. 
Variation in RO from storm to storm at a gaging station can be caused by ante­
cedent soil moisture conditions, temporal and spatial distribution of the rain 
storm, frozen ground and/or snow cover, the storm intensity and duration, etc. 
Estimate of Q100 for Small-Area Basins. For drainage areas less than 10 
sq mi, the time of concentration may vary from about 20 minutes to a few hours. 
The time of concentration for each of the small drainage basins in the 62 
study basins was estimated from the best available information. The ratio of 
catchment rainfall to the point rainfall lies in the range 0.90 to 1.00. The 
100-year flood, Q100, was estimated from the 100-year catchment rainfall converted 
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Figure 2. Sections of State according to rainfall frequencies 
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TABLE 2. AVERAGE RAINFALL DEPTH (inches) FOR STORM PERIODS 
OF 10 MINUTES TO 3 DAYS AND RECURRENCE INTERVAL, T, OF 2 TO 100 YEARS 
Northwest Section 
2 0.55 0.80 1.10 1.25 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.1 
5 0.70 1.05 1.40 1.65 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.6 3.9 4.2 
10 0.90 1.25 1.70 2.00 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.4 4.8 5.3 
25 1.15 1.60 2.25 2.60 3.4 4.1 4.8 5.7 6.2 6.9 
50 1.35 1.90 2.65 3.15 4.2 4.9 5.8 7.2 7.5 8.4 
100 1.50 2.20 3.00 3.55 4.8 5.8 6.9 8.4 9.2 10.0 
North Central Section 
2 0.55 0.80 1.10 1.25 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.6 2.8 3.0 
5 0.65 1.00 1.35 1.55 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.4 3.7 4.0 
10 0.80 1.20 1.60 1.95 2.5 2.9 3.5 4.0 4.4 4.8 
25 1.00 1.45 1.95 2.35 3.1 3.6 4.3 5.1 5.6 6.2 
50 1.15 1.65 2.30 2.65 3.5 4.3 5.1 6.1 6.6 7.3 
100 1.30 1.90 2.65 3.10 4.2 5.0 5.9 7.2 7.9 8.7 
South Central Section 
2 0.55 0.80 1.10 1.25 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.7 3.0 3.3 
5 0.70 1.05 1.40 1.65 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.7 4.0 4.4 
10 0.85 1.25 1.65 1.95 2.6 3.1 3.7 4.5 4.9 5.5 
25 1.10 1.60 2.20 2.55 3.3 4.0 4.8 5.8 6.3 7.0 
50 1.30 1.90 2.65 3.10 4.1 4.9 5.8 7.0 7.5 8.4 
100 1.55 2.20 3.10 3.60 4.9 5.9 7.0 8.4 9.1 10.0 
Southeast Section 
2 0.60 0.90 1.15 1.35 1.9 2.2 2.8 3.2 3.4 3.7 
5 0.75 1.15 1.55 1.80 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.2 4.5 4.9 
10 0.90 1.35 1.85 2.15 2.9 3.5 4.2 4.9 5.4 6.0 
25 1.15 1.70 2.35 2.65 3.6 4.4 5.2 6.3 6.8 7.6 
50 1.40 2.05 2.85 3.25 4.3 5.2 5.9 7.3 7.9 8.6 
100 1.70 2.45 3.40 3.95 5.2 6.3 7.4 8.8 9.5 10.4 
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Figure 3. Area-depth curves (from T.P. No. 40) 
- 2 4 -
into cfs and multiplied by the applicable runoff factor. Such estimates are 
helpful in checking the Q100 values derived from frequency analyses and in 
choosing the desirable frequency curves and associated parameters. 
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BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 
The following drainage basin characteristics, which affect a basin's flood 
response to meteorologic inputs, have been considered in this study: 
1) Drainage area, A, in sq mi, upstream of the gaging station. 
2) Main-channel slope, in ft per mi, determined from elevations 
at points 10 and 85 percent of the distance along the channel from the 
gaging station to the divide. 
3) Main-channel length, L , in mi, from the gaging station to the 
basin divide, as measured on topographic maps. 
4) Area of lakes and ponds, 1-p, expressed as percent of the drainage 
area; it is determined from maps using the grid method. 
5) Forest cover, f-c, expressed as percent of the drainage area covered 
by forests, as shown on the topographic maps and determined by the 
grid method. 
6) Soil permeability index, the index varies from 1 to 6 corresponding 
to permeability classifications of very slow, slow, moderately slow, 
moderate, moderately rapid, and rapid (Wascher, et al., 1950 and 
Fehrenbacher, et al., 1967). 
Values of the first 5 characteristics for the 62 study basins listed in Table 3 
were obtained from an open-file report (Sieber, 1970) and some further infor­
mation from the USGS office in Champaign, Illinois. The basin characteristics 
are considered for the three main basins of the Sangamon, Rock, and Little Wabash 
Rivers. The 62 study basins lie in these 3 main basins. 
Sangamon River Basin. Main channel length, L, is plotted against drainage 
area, A, on log-log paper for the 22 stations in Fig. 4 The plotted points are 
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TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDY BASINS 
n = number of years of data used in the analyses 
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Figure 4. L vs. A and vs. A for 22 stations in the Sangamon basin 
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fitted by 3 curves: the upper, middle, and lower curves representing the 
Sangamon (without Salt Creek and South Fork Sangamon), the Salt Creek, and the 
South Fork Sangamon drainage basin, respectively. For a given drainage 
area, the middle and upper curves indicate a length L of about 20 and 42 
percent more than that from the lower curve. If other factors are equal, 
a longer length increases the time to peak and lowers the flood peak. Generally, 
the drainage basins with longer L are comparatively more elongated or less 
pear-shaped than those with smaller L. Excluding Crane Creek in the Havana 
Lowland which is in a totally different setting, the simple regression on 
long-transformed L and A yielded the following equation 
0.597 
L = 1.523 A (18) 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of 0.995 (with log L and log A). The 
relation expressed by Eq. 18 is shown in Fig.4 by the heavy dashed curve. 
The main-channel slope, is plotted against drainage area, A, on the 
log-log paper for the 22 stations in Fig. 4. For A greater than 100 sq 
mi, the values of for streams in the Salt Creek basin exceed those in 
the Sangamon River sub-basin, which in turn exceed those in the South Fork 
Sangamon basin. For A less than 10 sq mi, the channel slopes in the 
uplands of the Sangamon River sub-basin seem to be smaller than the other 
two; or the uplands in the sub-basin are relatively flatter. Excluding Crane 
Creek, the simple regression on log and log A gave the following relation 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of -0.950 (with log and log A). 
The percent area covered by lakes and ponds, 1-p, is zero for 13 stations 
and varies from 0.05 to 0.43 for the remaining 9. Thus, the effect of this 
factor on the flood response from these basins will be small. The percent area 
under forest cover, f-c, varies from 1 to 6 for 15 stations, zero to 1 for 
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4 stations, and high values of 14.26, 16.60, and 9.00 for station nos. 12, 
14, and 17 in the Salt Creek basin. The effect of forest cover may be viewed 
as a reduction in magnitude of the flood peak; the reduction decreases with an in­
crease in size of the flood peak. 
The soi 1 permeability index is about 3.0 with the exception of 5 stations with 
higher permeability and 2 stations with lower permeability. Higher permeability 
reduces the magnitude of low to medium flood peaks more than the high flood 
peaks. 
Rock River Basin. The main-channel length, L, is plotted against drainage 
area, A, on log-log paper for the 30 stations in Fig. 5. The plotted points 
can be fitted by two curves. The stations in the western and central portion 
of the area north of the Rock River in Illinois generally lie on the upper 
curve which gives an L of about 1.6 times that from the lower curve for 
similar size areas. The upper curve represents more elongated or less pear-
shaped basins than the lower curve. Result of simple regression with log L 
and log A gave the relation 
0.533 
L - 1.885 A (20) 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of 0.994 (with log L and log A). This 
relation is shown in Fig. 5 by the heavy dashed curve. 
The main-channel slope, is plotted against A on the log-log paper in 
Fig. 5 For areas less than 10 sq m i , the data points lie along 2 
curves; the upper curve represents basins with equal to 2.1 times that 
lying on the lower curve. The data points for 60 to 600 sq mi are also 
fitted by 2 curves; the upper curve gives an of about 2.0 times that with 
the lower curve. Again, the data points for areas exceeding 1000 sq mi 
can be fitted by 2 lines; the ratio of the slopes is about 1.7 in this case. 
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Figure 5. L vs. A and vs. A for 30 stations in the Rock basin 
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The for the Rock River at Rockton is only 0.84 ft per mi as compared 
with 1.11 at Joslin. The average slope for the Rock River in Illinois is 
about 1.48 which is 1.76 times that for the Rock River above Rockton. The 
transition between the vs. A curves for the three area ranges in Fig. 5 
is uncertain for want of suitable-area stations to fill the gaps. A simple 
regression analysis on log and log A yielded the following equation 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of -0.976. 
The Rock River has 8.12 percent of its 6363 sq mi area above Rockton 
covered by lakes and ponds. The major tributary, Pecatonica River, has 1.78 
percent of its 2550 sq mi area at Shirland covered by lakes and ponds. 
Thus, the Rock River basin, excluding the Pecatonica, has 12.4 percent of its 
area in lakes and ponds and the basin lies mostly in Wisconsin. The percentage 
gradually decreases to 6.48 for the Rock River at Joslin. The northern part of 
the Kishwaukee River basin also has considerable 1-p area, about 12.37 percent, 
upstream of Belvidere. For the other tributaries, with the exception of the 
Green River, the 1-p area is negligible. 
The percent forest cover, f-c, for the Rock River at Rockton is 7.67 and 
it gradually decreases to 6.33 at Joslin. For drainage areas exceeding 10 
sq mi, other tributaries with considerable f-c are the Kishwaukee, 
Elkhorn, Rock Creek , Green River, and Mill Creek. 
Soil permeability index is generally 4.0 with the exception of 5 stations 
with 4.5 and 1 station with 5.0 out of a total of 30 stations analyzed. The 
index values are based on the soil permeability data available for basins in 
Illinois and, therefore, may not be representative for the main stem stations 
on the Pecatonica and Rock Rivers. 
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Little Wabash River Basin. The main-channel length, L, is plotted against 
drainage area, A, on log-log paper for the 10 stations in Fig. 6 The 
plotted points can be fitted by one curve; the equation as obtained by 
regression analysis is 
0.588 
L = 1.757 A (22) 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of 0.999 (with log L and log A). 
The main-channel slope,. versus A curves are shown in Fig. 6. The upper 
curve yields an of about 1.65 times that with the lower curve for the same 
value of A. The lower curve represents basins lying to the west of the main 
stem of the Little Wabash River. A simple regression analysis gave 
(23) 
with a correlation coefficient, r, of -0.988 (with log and log A). 
The percent area covered by lakes and ponds is negligible except for the 
small basin nos. 2 and 10. In contrast to the Sangamon and Rock basins, the 
percent areas covered by forests is very high, varying from about 10 to 43 
percent with the exception of the small basin no. 1. Basin soils have very 
slow permeability with an index of unity. 
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Figure 6. L vs. A and vs. A for 10 stations in the Little Wabash basin 
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FLOW SECTION CHARACTERISTICS 
Bankfull discharge in a river is considered to correspond to about a 
2-year or median flood. At higher flows, the water gradually covers the 
floodplain; the depth and width of this flooding depend on the floodplain 
geometry. The interaction between the fast-moving channel flow and the slow-
moving floodplain flow at small depths of flooding leads to transport of the 
longitudinal momentum from the main channel to the floodplain (Rajaratnam 
and Ahmadi, 1979). This reduces the flow velocity in the channel as well as 
the mean velocity for the composite section in which the discharge increases 
with a disproportionate increase in the width and area of the flow section. 
This is equivalent to the introduction of an additional storage element into 
the system. 
Information on discharge measurements made over the years up to 1977 at 
the 62 gaging stations as well as data for delineating flow-section geometry 
at these stations were obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey office in Cham­
paign, Illinois. The rating curves and the discharge, Q, versus mean flow 
velocity, V, area of flow section, Af, and top width of the flow section, W, 
were drawn for most of the stations analyzed. With the exception of the the Rock 
River at Como, most of the gaging stations are at the bridges and have, there­
fore, a somewhat restricted floodplain section or somewhat modified floodplain 
geometry at the bridge sites. It became evident during the course of this 
study that some of the gaging stations in the Rock River basin have flow 
sections which contain the 10-year, 20-year, or sometimes even higher floods 
within the defined channel. This is largely explained by the greater depth of 
the channel bed below the level of the uplands, or by the greater stream 
incision, which is about 2-3 times that for the Sangamon and Little Wabash 
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River basins. In the latter basins, the bankfull channel discharge is even 
less than a 2-year flood, and medium to major floods inundate the floodplains 
to various depths and widths. 
Flow section characteristics as well as flood frequency curves for three 
drainage areas, one in each of the Sangamon, Rock, and Little Wabash basins, 
are described in brief to present the variation in these characteristics and 
frequency curves. 
Sangamon River Basin. The gage for the Salt Creek near Greenview, drainage 
area 1804 sq mi, is on the downstream side of the bridge on State Highway 29, 
3.5 mi north of Greenview, and 5.0 mi upstream from its mouth. The flow 
section upstream and downstream of the station is restricted by levees on 
both sides of the channel. The Q versus V, Af and W curves at the station 
are drawn in Fig. 7 from 30 measurements over the period 1942-1977. Maximum 
flood of record, 41200 cfs, occurred on 5-19-43 at a gage height of 20.5 ft. 
Maximum velocity of about 3.2 ft/sec occurs at a bankfull discharge of 7500 
cfs which corresponds to a gage height of about 13 ft and a recurrence interval 
of 1.4 years. The mean velocity, V, declines to a minimum of about 2.0 ft/sec 
at a discharge of 10500 cfs with a recurrence interval of 1.8 years. There­
after, the velocity increases with the discharge and will equal that at bank-
full discharge for a flood of 45000 cfs. The slope of Q-Af curve is practically 
constant in the range of 20000 to 45000 cfs, or 5" to 100-year recurrence inter­
val. If the channel and floodplain storage is considered proportional to 
Af for small lengths or reaches of the channel, the discharge storage relation 
can be expressed as 
in which is the intercept on the Af scale when the straight line repre­
senting Q-Af over the range 20000-45000 cfs is extended back to Q equal to zero. 
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Figure 7. Discharge, velocity, area of flow section, and width relationships 
for the Salt Creek near Greenview 
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The observed annual flood peaks for the years 1942-1976 are plotted on 
lognormal probability paper in Fig. 8. The two top floods of 41200 and 
38100 cfs were modified to 40910 and 33760 cfs as explained later in the 
section on Results of Analyses. The frequency curve fitted by the log-Pearson 
type III (LP3) and the two-distribution on logs of Q (2DL) are shown in the 
figure. The two component normal distributions for the 2DL and their para­
meters are also shown. The fitting by the 2DL is better than with the LP3. 
The reverse curvature or an S-curve shape, as exhibited by the observed flood 
series, indicates that there are factors such as variations in flow section 
characteristics, partial coverage of drainage area by flood-producing storms, 
and antecedent soil moisture conditions, which lead to reverse-curvature shape 
of many observed flood distributions. The data points can be fitted by 2 
straight lines which intersect at p=50 percent, one line for the floods up to 
p=50 percent or 2-year recurrence interval, and the other for the higher floods. 
Rock River Basin. The gage for the Rock River at Como, drainage area 8755 
sq mi, is on the left bank 1 mi upstream from Como, 3 mi downstream from Rock 
Falls, and 3.5 mi upstream from the Elkhorn Creek. It is a natural cross-
section station. The main stems of the Rock and Pecatonica Rivers are deeply 
incised. The effect of this deep incision is shown by Q versus V, Af, and W 
curves in Fig. 9, compared with those in Fig. 7. A flood of 41400 cfs occurred 
on 3-21-48 at a gage height of 12.76 ft and it was contained within the banks. 
The information from the topographic maps and the extension of curves in Fig. 
9 show that the historical maximum flood of 59700 cfs which occurred on 4-21-73 
at a gage height of 15.66 ft was mostly contained within the banks. The top 
width, W, of the flow section at 1600 cfs is 490 ft at a gage height of 2.5 ft. 
Thus, the flow section resembles a trapezoidal shape with a bottom width of 
about 480 ft. The Q-Af curve is practically linear for discharges exceeding 
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Figure 8. Flood series for the Salt Creek near Greenview fitted by LP3 and 2DL 
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Figure 9. Discharge, velocity, area of flow section, and width relationships 
for the Rock River at Como 
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10000 cfs which corresponds to a recurrence Interval of about 1.1 year. 
Not only the slope of this curve is greater than for the Salt Creek, but also 
the is only about 28 percent of that in Fig. 7. The drainage area for the 
Rock River at Como is 4.7 times that for the Salt Creek near Greenview and the 
100-year flood is only about 1.2 to 1.3 times that for Salt Creek. 
The observed annual flood peaks for the years 1915-1976 are plotted on 
lognormal probability paper in Fig. 10. The fitting by the 2DL is better than 
with the LP3. The data points can be fitted by 2 straight lines intersecting 
near 40 percent. Though the effect of channel-floodplain interaction is not 
so important to the Rock River at Como, another element gains more prominence 
in the formation of floods. About 60 percent of the annual flood peaks occur 
in January, February, or March from a combination of smal1-to-medium rainstorms 
over frozen ground with or without snow cover. For the Salt Creek near Green-
view, about 20 percent of the annual flood peaks are caused by rainstorms in 
the winter period but the top 6 floods were caused by storms in April, May, and 
June. 
Little Wabash River Basin. The gage for the Skillet Fork at Wayne City, 
drainage area 464 sq mi, is 0.5 mi downstream from State Highway 15 and 0.9 mi 
upstream from the Southern Railroad bridge, and 1 mi north of Wayne City. The 
discharge measurements were made at the highway bridge and 19 such measurements 
were used to define the Q versus V, Af, and W curves in Fig. 11. The discharge 
remains within the banks up to 5000 cfs at a gage height of 16.3 ft or a water 
level of 400 ft above mean sea level. This corresponds to 30 percent nonexceed-
ance or a recurrence interval of 1.4 years. The Q-Af curve may be considered 
to have a constant slope for Q exceeding 25000 cfs which corresponds to a 25-
yr flood. The maximum value of V, 2.95 ft/sec, occurred at 3750 cfs for the 
flow within the channel, and it dropped to a minimum of 1.75 ft/sec. There­
after, the value of V steadily increased with increase in discharge, rising to 
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Figure 10. Flood series for the Rock River at Como fitted by LP3 and 2DL 
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Figure 11. Discharge, velocity, area of flow section, and width relationships 
for the Skillet Fork at Wayne City 
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a new high of about 4.7 ft/sec at a Q of 42500 cfs. The increase in velocity 
is much higher than for the Salt Creek in Fig. 7. The maximum historical 
flood of record, 51000 cfs, occurred on 5-9-61 at a gage height of 26.68 ft 
(or a maximum depth of about 10.5 ft on the floodplain). 
The observed flood peaks for the years 1929-1976 are plotted on lognormal 
probability paper in Fig. 12. The top flood of 51000 cfs and the lowest flood 
of 858 cfs have been modified to 27190 and 1100 cfs as explained later in the 
section on Results of Analyses. The 2DL fits the observed floods a bit better 
than the LP3. The data points can be fitted by 2 straight lines, intersecting at 
about 70 percent, or a recurrence interval of 3.3 years. 
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Figure 12. Flood series for the Skillet Fork 
at Wayne City fitted by LP3 and 2DL 
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DISTRIBUTIONS, OUTLIERS, AND PLOTTING POSITIONS 
Observed flood series at the 62 study stations were analyzed with the 
various distributions mentioned in the section on Methods for Statistical Analy­
ses of Annual Flood Series, statistical tests were carried out for outliers, and 
the perceived outliers were modified with the methodology developed as a 
part of this study. Data were collected and analyzed for storms producing 
the top 5 floods at each station in terms of storm frequency, runoff factor, 
and antecedent conditions. The parameters of the two-distribution were de-
rived by minimizing Σ(Δz)2 where Δz equals the difference between the standard 
deviates corresponding to the observed probability and that fitted by the 
two-distribution method. The 2D and 2DL parameters were obtained both with 
a=b=0 and a=b=0.38 in Eq. 7. The Σ(Δk)2 for the LP3 and P3 were also calculated. 
LP3 versus P3. Bobee and Robitaille (1977) inferred from their analyses 
of annual flood data at 18 gaging stations, with drainage area varying from about 
6600 to 226,000 sq m i , that Pearson type III (P3) fitted the annual flood 
data better than the log Pearson type III (LP3). For the flood data at the 62 
stations analyzed, the skew coeffieient, g with P3 exceeded 2.4 at 12 stations, 
mostly with small drainage area. The computer program used did not calculate 
floods of specified recurrence interval if g exceeded 2.4 or was less than -2.4. 
The estimates of 100-year flood, Q100 , were obtained from the historical flood 
samples (without any modification of outliers) at 50 gaging stations, both with 
the LP3 and P3. The best estimate of Q100 was obtained from flood frequency 
analysis, statistics of flood-producing storms, any needed modification of 
outlier(s), and other relevant information. The derived sample estimates 
with the LP3 and P3 are plotted against the best estimate in Fig. 13. If 4 
sets of data points, with considerably lower values both with the LP3 and P3 
when compared with the best estimate, are neglected, the LP3 sample estimates 
are superior to those with the P3, though the level of superiority decreases 
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Figure 13. Q100 from LP3 and P3 versus best estimate of Q100 
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with increase in the magnitude of Q100 (or the drainage area). It seems that for 
areas exceeding about 5000 sq mi, both LP3 and P3 are equally good, but 
for smaller areas the LP3 estimates become progressively better as the area 
decreases. 
It may be of interest to note that the 2-year flood, Q2, estimates ob­
tained with P3 were higher than with the LP3 for more than 70 percent of the 
stations. For stations with large drainage area the ratio of Q100 to Q2 
lies in the range 2 - 4 . Flood series for such stations may not be log-trans­
formed. It is quite possible that for large drainage areas, the fit with the 
P3 may be as good or even a little better than with LP3. 
LP3 versus LP3 with Minimum Σ ( Δ k ) 2 . It was mentioned in the section on Methods 
for Statistical Analyses of Annual Flood Series that the estimates of the standard 
deviation, s, and skew coefficient, g, as obtained with the LP3, might be im­
proved by minimizing Σ(Δk)2 where Δk equals the difference between the k(Pearson 
deviate) from the observed flood series and the k obtained from Eq.4 with the 
observed flood substituting for QT . This approach was used with both a=b=0 and 
a=b=0.38, that is, the commonly used and the 'best plotting' position. Computer 
programs were developed to derive 'optimal' estimates of s and g for the flood 
series at the 62 study stations. The results of these analyses are shown in 
Figs. 14 and 15. 
The estimates of Q100 obtained with the LP3 are plotted against the 
corresponding estimates derived with the minimization of Σ(ΔK)2 for a=b=0, 
or the Weibull plotting position, in Fig. 14. The estimates were obtained from 
the samples of floods without any modification of outliers. The data points are 
shown for 3 categories of the years of record: less than or equal to 25, 26 to 
40, and greater than 40 years. With the exception of 2 points the ≤ 25-year 
category spans the range of 100 to 1300 cfs and it is associated with drainage 
areas of less than 10 sq mi. 
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Figure 14. Estimates of Q100 with the LP3 and with Σ(Δk)2min with a=b=0 
- 4 9 -
Figure 15. Estimates of Q100 with the LP3 and with Σ(Δk)2min with a=b=0.38 
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The minimization of Σ(Δk)2 changed the values of s and g from those with 
the LP3 method of moments. The 'optimal' estimates of these parameters vary in 
two ways. 
1. If g with LP3 was negative, the 'optimal' g becomes smaller alge­
braically, but the value of s increased. The decrease in g and 
increase in s became progressively less with increase in sample size. 
2. If g with the LP3 was positive, both 'optimal' s and g increased. 
However, the relative increase in s and g decreased with increase 
in sample size. 
It is evident from Fig. 14 that the Q100 estimates with minimization 
(a=b=0) are generally higher than those with the LP3. Thus, if Weibull plotting 
position in Eq. 8 based on a=b=0 is used for plotting the historical floods, the 
graphical distribution curve may overestimate the Q100 when compared with that 
from the LP3. 
The estimates of Q100 obtained with the LP3 are plotted against the 
corresponding estimates derived with minimization of Σ(Δk)2 for a=b=0.38, or 
the 'best plotting' position in Fig. 15. The data points are shown for 3 
categories of years of record, as in Fig. 14. Here again, the variation in 
s and g followed the same pattern as for a=b=0 but the size of the variation 
(difference between the 'optimized' estimate and the LP3 estimate) was less than 
one half of that with a=b=0. It is evident from Fig. 15 that the Q100 estimates 
with minimization are in good agreement with the LP3. Thus, the 'best plotting' 
position may be used to assess the quality of fit of the fitted distribution to 
the historical data when plotted on lognormal probability paper. 
Low Outliers. There is practically no low outlier in the 62 flood series 
if the criterion in Bulletin 17 of the Water Resources Council (1976,1977) is 
used. However, one or two lowest floods in some historical flood sequences not 
only reduce greatly the value of g but also make the fitted distribution curve 
so concave downwards that the flood estimates for 100 and especially for higher 
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recurrence interval (T) floods are significantly decreased. The reduction in 
g is accompanied by an increase in s, which masks the distortion of the fitted 
curve over the usual range of floods, say 2- to 50-year floods. It is believed 
that the estimates of floods with T ≥ 10 years are nearly the same with the 
annual maximum series and annual exceedance series (in which all flood peaks 
above a certain base are ranked in the descending order of magnitude irrespective 
of the year of occurrence, and the series is truncated where the number of floods 
equals the number of years of flood record). If the latter method were used for 
defining floods with T≥ 10 years, the problem of low outliers will disappear 
because one or two very low floods in the annual maximum series have no chance 
of inclusion in the annual exceedance series. 
The effect of modification of low floods (much lower than expected from the 
trend of the rest of the data) on s and g for 11 of the study basins is shown 
in Table 4 and Fig. 16. For each basin, the lowest 5 floods, in the ascending 
order of Magnitude, are listed and the ones considered to be outliers are under­
lined. The modified values for these outliers, determined with the methodology 
described under Methods for Statistical Analyses of Annual Flood Series, are included 
in the table. Values of s and g for the unmodified and modified sample, as obtained 
by the method of moments, are also listed. Value of g is plotted against s in 
Fig. 16, both for the unmodified and modified sample, for each basin by points 
marked 1 through 11. It is evident that g increases (algebraically) and s decreases 
with modification of low outliers. Values of g range from -0.15 to 0.67 with 
modification, compared with -1.40 to -0.06 without it. The corresponding range for 
s is 0.17 to 0.34 compared with that of 0.23 to 0.38. 
The curves fitted to the unmodified and modified sample are shown, as an 
example, for 3 basins: Flat Branch near Taylorville, Little Wabash River at 
Carmi, and Lost Creek Tributary near Shannon in Figs. 17, 18, and 19, respectively. 
The observed floods plotted with a=b=0.38 or the best plotting position can be 
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TABLE 4. EFFECT OF MODIFICATION OF LOW FLOOD(S) ON 
STANDARD DEVIATION AND SKEW COEFFICIENT 
5 lowest annual floods Unmodified Modified 
in ascending order Modified value sample sample 
No. of magnitude, cfs lowest (next) s g s g 
1 Sangamon River at Monticello,05 572000, 68 years, 550 sq mi 
704 1370 1530 1670 1740 1110 0.293 -0.308 0.285 -0.143 
2 Flat Branch near Taylorville, 05 574500, 27 years, 276 sq mi 
457 660 1770 1850 1860 1090 1360 0.333 -0.822 0.276 -0.032 
3 South Fork Sangamon River near Rochester, 05 576000, 27 years, 867 sq mi 
971 1230 2120 2150 2330 1210 1570 0.317 -0.331 0.302 -0.147 
4 Spring Creek at Springfield, 05 577500, 29 years, 107 sq mi 
217 225 639 640 700 371 479 0.377 -0.291 0.338 0.187 
5 Lake Fork near Cornland, 05 579500, 29 years, 214 sq mi 
152 548 680 1000 1010 432 0.333 -0.961 0.289 -0.096 
6 Little Wabash River below Clay City, 03 379500, 62 years, 1131 sq mi 
1440 2920 3220 4430 4630 2320 0.321 -0.372 0.312 -0.129 
7 Little Wabash River at Carmi, 03 381500, 37 years, 3102 sq mi 
3320 4180 7450 8220 8850 5950 6570 0.236 -0.055 0.210 0.651 
8 Lost Creek Tributary near Shannon, 05 435650, 16 years, 1.95 sq mi 
50 158 160 179 217 134 0.255 -1.399 0.188 0.001 
9 Green River Tributary #2 near Ohio, 05 447050,14 years, 4.95 sq mi 
23 61 90 115 115 49 0.314 -0.801 0.260 0.136 
10 Spring Creek Tributary near Coleta, 05 444100, 14 years, 1.42 sq mi 
60 118 135 165 195 91 0.309 -0.383 0.282 -0.001 
11 Coon Creek at Riley, 05 438250, 15 years, 85.1 sq mi 
220 220 797 985 1060 677 757 0.310 -1.343 0.171 0.669 
Low floods which may be considered as low outliers have been underlined. 
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Figure 16. Effect of modification of low outlier(s) 
on standard deviation and skew coefficient 
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Figure 17. Effect of modification of very low floods 
on curves fitted by the LP3 method: 
Flat Branch near Taylorville 
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Figure 18. Effect of modification of low floods on curves 
fitted by the LP3 method: Little Wabash River at Carmi 
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Figure 19. Effect of modification of a low flood on curves fitted 
by the LP3 method: Lost Creek Tributary near Shannon 
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differentiated easily on the graph from those with a=b=0 or the Weibull plotting 
position for 2 or 3 low and high points only. The points with a=b=0.38 
fit better the LP3 curves than with a=b=0. It is evident from Figs. 17 and 19 
that the modification of 2 and 1 low floods (which distort the fitted distri­
bution curve) increases the skew from -0.822 and -1.399 to -0.032 and 0.001, 
and makes the fitted curves close to lognormal distribution. Inclusion of 1 or 
2 relatively very low floods leads to underestimation of floods for T exceeding 
20 years. 
High Outliers. There are no definite criteria available for dropping or 
modifying a high flood or outlier. There are some statistical tests for defining 
high outliers in terms of critical values of test statistics at the 5 and 1 percent 
level of significance, assuming that the gamma distribution is the underlying 
distribution for the floods. These tests are rather extreme because of their low 
percent levels of significance. Two tests used indicated one high outlier in 
3 flood series at the 5 percent level; one test indicated one high outlier in two more 
series but the second test did not. Till better tests are developed for defining 
high outliers, a relatively very high flood may be considered as an outlier if 
it is much higher than indicated by the rest of the data and if the rainfall 
statistics and other relevant information support this assumption. The high 
outlier can be modified according to the procedure described under Methods 
for Statistical Analyses of Annual Flood Series. 
High outliers do not necessarily occur by themselves in a flood series. 
There may be both low and high outliers. When they both exist, the net effect 
of their modification depends on the relative severity of the two types. In 
Table 5, the information on 5 highest floods is given for 8 basins, the high 
floods perceived as outliers are underlined and their modified values are given, 
and the values of s and g for the unmodified and modified sample are included 
in the table. In basin 1, the two high floods considered as outliers may be 
called inliers because they are less than expected because of submergence of 
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TABLE 5. EFFECT OF MODIFICATION OF HIGH FLOOD(S) ON 
STANDARD DEVIATION AND SKEW COEFFICIENT 
1 Wildcat Creek Tributary near Monticello, 05 572100, 21 years, 0.10 sq mi 
64 64 55 55 48 90 72 0.254 -0.197 0.270 0.021 
2 South Fork Sangamon River Nokomis, 05 574000, 26 years, 11.0 sq mi 
8600 6000 2940 2300 2280 6440 4440 0.361 0.956 0.338 0.723 
3 South Fork Sangamon River at Kincaid, 05 575500, 33 years, 562 sq mi 
21500 13700 11900 11000 8550 17080 0.335 -0.108 0.329 -0.210 
4 Salt Creek near Rowell, 05 578500, 34 years, 335 sq mi 
24500 12400 10600 10300 10300 16260 0.377 0.099 0.366 -0.033 
5 Kickapoo Creek at Waynesville, 05 580000, 29 years, 227 sq mi 
15100 12800 8420 8300 7900 14080 11100 0.286 0.250 0.279 0.164 
6 Kickapoo Creek near Lincoln, 05 580500, 32 years, 306 sq mi 
14800 13800 7970 7860 7800 12230 10070 0.280 0.104 0.267 -0.084 
7 Salt Creek near Greenview, 05 582000, 35 years, 1804 sq mi 
41200 38100 26960 22000 21000 40910 33760 0.278 -0.073 0.275 -0.119 
8 Madden Creek near West Salem, 03 379650, 21 years, 1.62 sq mi 
1550 1060 750 668 572 1340 0.242 0.562 0.235 0.424 
High floods which may be considered as high outliers have been underlined. 
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5 highest annual floods 
in descending order 








s g g 
the culvert at the upstream end. For basins 2 to 8, the average value of 
s decreases from 0.308 to 0.298 and of g from 0.256 to 0.124 when the high 
outliers are modified. The modification of a high outlier seems to be affecting 
s and g less than a low outlier, probably because of alow outlier being about 
1/3 of the next low flood and the high outlier being much less than 3 times 
the next high flood. 
Two-Distribution Fits with Weibull and Best Plotting Position. 
The log-transformed historical flood series for the 62 study basins were 
analyzed with the two-distribution method. Because the 5 parameters (a, 
and are obtained by minimization of ∑(ΔZ)2, where As equals the difference 
between the standard deviates corresponding to the observed probability and that 
fitted according to Eq. 9, the parameter values and hence the T-year floods 
depend on whether the observed probability is obtained from the Weibull or the 
best plotting position. In other words, they depend on whether a=b=0 or 
a=b=0.38 in Eq. 7. The 100-year flood estimates obtained from analyses with 
a=b=0 and a=b=0.38 are plotted in Fig. 20. These estimates with a=b=0.38 
are generally 10 to 30 percent lower than with a=b=0; the percentage decreases 
with increase in sample size, absence of low and/or high outliers, and decrease 
in the ratio of maximum to minimum observed floods at a gaging station. 
There are 36 basins (from a total of 62) for which the effect of mod-
fication of low and /or high outliers on the distribution parameters and the 
flood estimates was tested. The 100-year flood estimates from the 36 flood 
series, after modification of outliers were obtained both with a=b=0 and a=b=0.38. 
These results are shown in Fig. 21. The estimates with a=b=0.38 are generally 
5 to 20 percent lower than with a=b=0. Therefore, the difference between the 
two estimates may be taken as 5 to 20 percent for'well-behaved' annual flood 
series; the percent difference is generally less with increase in the sample 
size. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of Q100 from 2DL with a=b=0.0 and a=b=0.38 
(62 flood series without any modification 
of low and/or high floods) 
- 6 1 -
Figure 21. Comparison of Q100 from 2DL with a=b=0.0 and a=b=0.38 
(36 flood series with modification of low and/or high floods) 
- 6 2 -
RESULTS OF ANALYSES 
The log Pearson type III (LP3) and log two-distribution (2DL) parameters 
and 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year floods computed with these parameters for 
annual flood series at each of the 62 study basins, both for historical 
series and for series with modified outliers, are given in Appendix I. The 
information on drainage area, main channel length, main channel slope, number 
of years of flood record, 5 top floods, 5 lowest floods, USGS (1977) LP3 
parameters and best flood estimates, runoff factor as a ratio of flood peak 
to rainfall intensity in comparable units, outlier statistics, and soil 
permeability for each basin is also included. 
Regression analyses were performed to investigate any systematic variation 
of standard deviation and skew coefficient with the basin characteristics 
given in Table 3, either for a major river basin such as the Sangamon, Rock, 
or Little Wabash, or for parts of these basins. The effect of the joining 
of two large tributaries or rivers on the distribution parameters and the 
flood estimates downstream were analyzed for the three major basins. 
A. SANGAMON RIVER BASIN 
There are 22 study basins in the Sangamon and the data on the number of 
years of record, n; drainage area, A, in sq mi; main channel length, L, in 
mi; main channel slope, in ft per mi; percent area covered by 
lakes and ponds, 1-p; percent area covered by forests, f-c; and soil permea­
bility indexes are given in Table 3. The results of analyses with LP3 (both 
with sample skew and regional skew of -0.4) and with 2DL on the observed 
historical annual flood series and on series with outliers modified if needed, 
are given in Appendix I in terms of the distribution parameters s, and g 
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for the LP3 and a, for the 2DL with a=b=0), estimates of 
10- to 100-year floods, and the statistics ∑(Δk)2 and ∑ ( Δ z ) 2 . Values of the 
LP3 distribution parameters as well as the best estimates of 10- to 100-year 
floods, as given by Curtis (1977) in 'Technique for Estimating Magnitude and 
Frequency of Floods in Illinois', U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Inves-
igations 77-117 are also included. In addition, the following information is 
supplied at each of the basins: 
1) 5 top maximum and 5 lowest annual floods, in cfs. 
2) Evaluation of the rating curve for a small drainage area. 
3) Estimated recurrence intervals of storms producing high floods 
and estimate of a 100-year flood based on storm statistics. 
4) Average runoff factor and variation in this factor for the top 
5 floods. Runoff factor equals the flood peak divided by average 
rainfall rate over the effective storm duration, both in comparable 
units. 
5) Existence of high outlier(s) on the basis of statistical tests or 
flood-producing storm statistics. 
6) Basin soils and their average permeability. 
The estimates of s, g, and Q100 obtained with the LP3 applied to the 
historical flood series as well as series with outliers modified are given 
in Table 6. The estimates considered reasonable and satisfactory, whether 
obtained from the original or modified series, are underlined. The rationale for 
not underlining these estimates for basins 4, 9, 11, 17, and 18 is given below. 
for 4: flood peaks are affected by the regulation of Lake Decatur 
for 9: flood peaks from the Sangamon and South Fork are mostly out of 
phase 
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TABLE 6. DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS AND 100-YEAR FLOODS 
SANGAMON RIVER BASIN 
1 05 571000 29 362 0.289 -0.098 18330 19840 
2 05 572000 68 550 0.293 -0.308 20470 0.285 -0.143 21520 23020 21490 
3 05 572100 21 0.10 0.254 -0.197 100 0.270 0.021 122 94 119 
4 05 572500 26 774 0.253 0.473 26460 22040 
5 05 574000 26 11.0 0.361 0.956 12230 0.338 0.723 9040 14890 10300 
6 05 574500 27 276 0.333 -0.822 12940 0.276 -0.032 15920 20820 16600 
7 05 575500 33 562 0.335 -0.108 23330 0.329 -0.210 21170 30230 23530 
8 05 576000 27 867 0.317 -0.331 21740 0.302 -0.147 22670 23880 23350 
9 05 576500 64 2618 0.309 -1.257 36610 0.298 -1.353 33760 77490 58810 
10 05 577500 29 107 0.377 -0.291 9110 0.338 0.187 10390 11280 9980 
11 05 577700 20 1.50 0.313 -0.462 873 682 
12 05 578500 34 335 0.377 0.099 29930 0.366 -0.033 25690 26230 18730 
13 05 579500 29 214 0.333 -0.961 6050 0.289 -0.096 8150 14900 10610 
14 05 579750 18 3.06 0.306 0.609 2880 0.257 0.621 2120 6430 2220 
15 05 580000 29 227 0.286 0.250 19320 0.279 0.164 17700 22350 19380 
16 05 580500 32 306 0.280 0.104 18970 0.267 -0.084 16000 20050 15470 
17 05 580700 16 0.90 0.683 -0.371 2680 0.545 -0.170 1910 4130 1700 
18 05 581500 32 333 0.261 0.520 22660 0.233 -0.191 14090 48850 15270 
19 05 582000 35 1804 0.278 -0.073 49120 0.275 -0.119 47150 51530 48880 
20 05 582200 21 0.94 0.484 0.010 1640 0.402 0.352 1380 5130 1520 
21 05 582500 27 26.5 0.333 -0.400 885 733 
22 05 583000 59 5093 0.308 -0.520 78990 0.295 -0.819 63150 102340 62740 
ROCK RIVER BASIN 
1 05 435000 25 1.31 0.572 -0.470 1290 0.499 -0.058 1440 1230 1080 
2 05 435500 63 1326 0.250 -0.055 22260 22110 
3 05 435650 16 1.95 0.255 -1.399 566 0.188 0.001 761 1860 865 
4 05 436900 16 0.52 0.361 0.285 413 350 
5 05 437000 32 2550 0.208 -0.345 21980 20580 
6 05 437500 37 6363 0.192 -0.128 35960 34310 
7 05 437600 16 2.21 0.331 -0.859 490 494 
8 05 438250 15 85.10 0.310 -1.343 2750 0.171 0.669 3700 12740 6680 
9 05 438300 16 0.84 0.264 -0.146 294 254 
10 05 438500 37 538 0.316 -0.298 16000 12770 
11 05 438850 21 1.67 0.363 -0.759 519 580 
12 05 439500 37 387 0.278 -0.778 9930 9340 
13 05 439550 18 1.71 0.469 -0.280 747 1020 
14 05 440000 37 1099 0.279 -0.449 24370 19810 
15 05 440500 37 117 0.358 -0.977 8060 0.355 -0.826 8870 8230 10810 
16 05 440650 18 1.00 0.307 -0.049 396 480 
17 05 440900 21 0.15 0.335 0.547 440 295 
18 05 441000 37 103 0.395 -0.746 12200 0.387 -0.651 12640 11360 10810 
19 05 443500 62 8755 0.232 -0.797 57870 63870 
20 05 444000 37 146 0.261 -1.106 7390 8650 
21 05 444100 14 1.42 0.309 -0.383 1120 0.282 -0.001 1220 1590 1380 
22 05 445500 32 158 0.196 -0.210 5740 8290 
23 05 446500 37 9551 0.213 -0.408 58680 50930 
24 05 447000 37 201 0.277 -1.279 5830 7050 
25 05 447050 14 4.95 0.314 -0.801 467 0.260 0.136 602 2870 762 
26 05 447200 16 5.23 0.313 -1.321 112 0.265 -0.641 134 372 236 
27 05 447350 16 1.22 0.510 -1.678 580 0.269 0.333 900 8210 1300 
28 05 447500 40 1003 0.203 -1.080 11150 15800 
29 05 448000 37 62.4 0.360 -0.375 14010 14300 
30 05 448050 21 0.22 0.387 0.075 320 268 
LITTLE WABASH RIVER BASIN 
1 03 378650 17 1.62 0.269 0.338 1120 0.214 0.580 894 2350 924 
2 03 378980 18 0.43 0.366 -0.715 572 0.354 -0.578 597 738 691 
3 03 379500 62 1131 0.321 -0.305 57530 0.312 -0.129 61020 66700 60950 
4 03 379650 21 1.62 0.242 0.562 1910 0.235 0.424 1720 2420 2120 
5 03 380300 21 0.08 0.253 -0.230 148 317 
6 03 380450 21 0.43 0.242 -0.372 421 385 
7 03 380475 16 97.20 0.246 0.986 20800 0.179 -0.220 8780 34270 8030 
8 03 380500 48 464 0.338 -0.293 38500 0.320 -0.423 32510 58280 34880 
9 03 381500 37 3102 0.236 -0.055 47160 0.210 0.651 54010 80470 62930 
10 03 381600 17 0.16 0.295 0.314 501 0.259 -0.532 270 1211 752 
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for 11: culvert submerged for top 5 floods out of a total of 20 
for 17: it is not a natural stream 
for 18: high outlier modification does not yield results as indicated 
by storm analyses 
Skew Coefficient, g. Values of g from unmodified and modified flood series 
for the 22 basins are plotted versus drainage area, A, on semilogarithmic paper 
in Fig. 22, because the channel length and slope are highly correlated with 
drainage area. Skew coefficients obtained for drainage areas equal to or less 
than 10 sq mi are subject to greater errors because of culvert submergence 
and/or not being a natural stream, and because of fewer number of years of 
record. These stations are all crest gage stations. Crane Creek (No. 21) 
lies in a totally different physiographic setting. Basins 4 and 9 are affected 
by lake regulation and two major branches having floods out of phase, respec­
tively. Basin No. 18 is dropped for reasons given already. Values of g 
(underlined in Table 6) for the remaining 13 basins lie along two curves, one 
for the Salt Creek basin and the other for the Sangamon River basin excluding 
the Salt Creek. These curves suggest that for drainage areas exceeding 10 
sq mi, the skew coefficient decreases with increase in the drainage area, 
though the rate of decrease may vary from one sub-basin to another within a 
large basin. The drainage area is directly correlated with channel length, 
L, and inversely correlated with channel slope, 
Standard Deviation, s. Values of s from unmodified and modified flood 
series for the 22 basins are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic 
paper in Fig. 23. These values for the 13 basins considered under g, lie 
along two curves, the upper curve for basins 1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 15, 16, and 19, 
and the lower curve for basins 7, 8, 10, 12, and 22. These curves suggest 
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Figure 22. Skew coefficient versus drainage area 
for the Sangamon River Basin 
Figure 23. Standard deviation versus drainage area 
for the Sangamon River Basin 
that for drainage areas exceeding 10 sq mi, the standard deviation 
decreases with increase in drainage area, though the rate of decrease from 
one set to the other may be affected by other basin characteristics. 
Median Annual Flood, Q2. The values of Q2 for the 22 basins are plotted 
versus drainage area on logarithmic paper in Fig. 24. The data points are 
practically enclosed by two parallel lines on the logarithmic paper; the 
upper line indicates a flow of about 1.67 times that with the lower line for 
the same drainage area. 
Ratio Q 1 0 0 / Q 2 . Ratios of the 100-year flood, Q100, to Q2 for unmodified 
and modified flood series for the 22 basins are plotted versus drainage area, 
A, in Fig. 25. Two curves are fitted to the data points. The lower curve 
generally fits 17 points, and gives an approximate relation 
The upper curve shows a rapid increase in the value of the ratio with decrease 
in drainage area, and yields a relation 
The possible reasons for basins 12, 10, 5, 20, and 17 lying on the upper curve 
are: 12 has a high percentage of area covered by forests and this reduces 
the Q2 much more than Q100; 10 has longer than average channel length and 
the added storage affects the flood in the same way that f-c affects 12; 5 
has the lowest soil permeability index, reducing abstractions from intense 
storms; and values for 20 and 17 may be in error because of culvert submergence 
and not being a natural flow stream. However, for the general condition of 
average basin characteristics, the ratio of Q100/Q2 will lie between 4.8 and 
4.5 for the range of drainage area from 10 to 1000 sq mi. 
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Figure 24. Q2 versus A for the Sangamon River Basin 
Figure 25. Ratio Q 1 0 0 / Q 2 versus A for the Sangamon River Basin 
Statistical Analyses. The basin characteristics and values of e and g 
for the 22 basins are listed in Table 7. As indicated from Fig. 22 and 23, the 
regression analyses were carried out for drainage areas exceeding 10 sq mi under 
the following grouping of basins. 
On the basis of Fig. 22 
a. Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 22; total 9 basins 
b Nos. 12, 15, 16, 19; total 4 basins 
On the basis of Fig. 23: 
c. Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 15, 16, 19; total 8 basins 
d. Nos. 7, 8, 10, 12, 22; total 5 basins 
The following symbols, not specified earlier, are used in the regression 
equations: Lp = 1 + (1-p); Fc = 1 + (f-c); Sp = soil permeability index; Se = 
estimate of standard error; R = multiple correlation coefficient or simple corre­
lation coefficient when one dependent variable but with positive sign; and R.01 
and R.05 are the values of R at the 1 and 5 percent levels. Some dependent vari-
ables were dropped to assess the change in regression equations. Values of these 
variables may not be well distributed, they may be less precise, and their effect 
on s and g may be uncertain. 
Group a. The regressions, considered physically vaiable and rationally 
explainable, are given below. 
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TABLE 7. BASIN CHARACTERISTICS AND VALUES OF s and g 
SANGAMON RIVER BASIN 
1 05 571000 29 362 56.41 3.59 1.11 2.83 3.0 0.289 -0.098 
2 05 572000 68 550 80.04 2.75 1.09 3.06 3.5 0.285 -0.143 
3 05 572100 21 0.10 0.37 34.11 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.270 0.021 
4 05 572500 26 774 97.98 2.21 1.00 4.00 3.0 0.253 0.473 
5 05 574000 26 11.0 4.89 18.80 l.00 1.04 2.0 0.338 0.723 
6 05 574500 27 276 47.49 2.01 1.10 4.11 3.0 0.276 -0.032 
7 05 575500 33 562 51.07 2.01 1.05 5.14 3.0 0.329 -0.210 
8 05 576000 27 867 84.82 1.32 1.06 5.49 3.0 0.302 -0.147 
9 05 576500 64 2618 164.83 1.48 1.43 4.71 3.0 0.298 -1.353 
10 05 577500 29 107 29.37 5.39 1.00 2.72 3.0 0.338 0.187 
11 05 577700 20 1.50 1.36 40.13 1.38 2.13 5.0 0.313 -0.462 
12 05 578500 34 335 53.80 2.59 1.00 15.26 3.5 0.366 -0.033 
13 05 579500 29 214 37.00 4.65 1.00 2.31 3.0 0.289 -0.096 
14 05 579750 18 3.06 4.17 21.75 1.00 17.60 4.0 0.257 0.621 
15 05 580000 29 227 36.08 6.23 1.00 2.90 3.0 0.279 0.164 
16 05 580500 32 306 54.48 5.12 1.00 3.82 3.0 0.267 -0.084 
17 05 580700 16 0.90 1.55 48.94 1.00 10.00 3.0 0.545 -0.170 
18 05 581500 32 333 42.77 5.76 1.00 6.20 2.0 0.261 0.520 
19 05 582000 35 1804 114.68 2.22 1.00 6.68 3.0 0.275 -0.119 
20 05 582200 21 0.94 1.57 23.76 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.402 0.352 
21 05 582500 27 26.5 4.30 2.16 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.333 -0.400 
22 05 583000 59 5093 222.33 1.27 1.22 6.63 3.0 0.295 -0.819 
ROCK RIVER BASIN (in Illinois) 
1 05 435000 25 1.31 2.12 40.87 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.499 -0.058 
2 05 435500 63 1326 99.14 2.01 2.02 10.38 4.0 0.250 -0.055 
3 05 435650 16 1.95 2.40 29.36 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.188 0.001 
4 05 436900 16 0.52 1.06 97.11 1.00 15.00 5.0 0.361 0.285 
5 05 437000 32 2550 118.50 2.01 2.78 8.91 4.0 0.208 -0.345 
6 05 437500 37 6363 178.14 0.84 9.12 8.67 4.0 0.192 -0.128 
7 05 437600 16 2.21 2.53 40.26 1.00 3.00 4.0 0.331 -0.859 
8 05 438250 15 85.1 16.45 5.72 3.00 5.00 4.0 0.171 0.669 
9 05 438300 16 0.84 2.10 87.34 4.00 17.00 4.0 0.264 -0.146 
10 05 438500 37 538 41.31 4.59 13.37 3.47 4.0 0.316 -0.298 
11 05 438850 21 1.67 2.60 28.72 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.363 -0.759 
12 05 439500 37 387 40.29 2.27 1.00 3.41 4.0 0.278 -0.778 
13 05 439550 18 1.71 2.22 53.75 1.00 7.00 4.5 0.469 -0.280 
14 05 440000 37 1099 52.97 4.07 10.22 3.46 4.0 0.279 -0.449 
15 05 440500 37 117 26.80 6.34 1.00 1.24 4.0 0.355 -0.826 
16 05 440650 18 1.00 2.29 33.16 1.00 3.00 4.0 0.307 -0.049 
17 05 440900 21 0.15 0.81 144.14 1.00 1.00 4.5 0.335 0.547 
18 05 441000 37 103 18.27 10.45 1.27 2.23 4.0 0.387 -0.651 
19 05 443500 62 8755 266.76 1.00 8.03 7.53 4.0 0.232 -0.797 
20 05 444000 37 146 38.97 4.28 1.18 4.01 4.0 0.261 -1.106 
21 05 444100 14 1.42 1.74 60.19 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.282 -0.001 
22 05 445500 32 158 38.68 3.91 1.19 6.50 4.5 0.196 -0.210 
23 05 446500 37 9551 309.23 1.11 7.48 7.33 4.0 0.213 -0.408 
24 05 447000 37 201 23.63 3.85 1.95 4.54 4.0 0.277 -1.279 
25 05 447050 14 4.95 4.85 20.91 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.260 0.136 
26 05 447200 16 5.23 6.46 11.14 6.29 1.00 4.0 0.265 -0.641 
27 05 447350 16 1.22 2.01 32.52 1.00 1.00 4.0 0.269 0.333 
28 05 447500 40 1003 80.41 2.53 2.55 4.90 4.0 0.203 -1.080 
29 05 448000 37 62.4 22.62 7.44 1.06 12.58 4.5 0.360 -0.375 
30 05 448050 21 0.22 0.76 67.06 1.00 1.00 4.5 0.387 0.075 
LITTLE WABASH RIVER BASIN 
1 03 378650 17 1.62 2.80 19.59 1.00 3.41 1.0 0.269 0.338 
2 03 378980 18 0.43 1.09 73.61 2.00 21.00 1.0 0.354 -0.578 
3 03 379500 62 1131 114.10 2.01 1.38 22.39 1.0 0.312 -0.129 
4 03 379650 21 1.62 1.74 36.06 1.00 11.14 1.0 0.235 0.424 
5 03 380300 21 0.08 0.40 98.74 1.00 30.39 1.0 0.253 -0.230 
6 03 380450 21 0.43 1.11 87.65 1.00 18.51 1.0 0.242 -0.372 
7 03 380475 16 97.2 26.38 4.07 1.00 19.00 1.0 0.246 0.986 
3 03 380500 48 464 59.52 1.90 1.00 27.13 1.0 0.338 -0.293 
9 03 381500 37 3102 207.10 1.16 1.14 20.49 1.0 0.236 -0.055 
10 03 381600 17 0.16 0.62 89.76 5.00 44.00 0.295 0.314 
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Group b . 
Group c . 
Group d. 
- 7 4 -
The above correlations show that s is significantly correlated with L, A, 
or and Fc or n. The value of s decreases with increase in L but increases 
with Fc. Higher Fc reduces lower floods more than the higher floods, thus 
increasing s. The skew coefficient, g, is highly correlated with A and L; 
2 a combination of A and L in A/L form represents the form or shape factor of 
the basin. 
B. ROCK RIVER BASIN 
There are 30 study stations in the Illinois portion of the Rock River 
basin. The information on the basin characteristics is given in Table 3. 
The results of analyses with LP3 (both with sample skew and regional skew of 
-0.4) and 2DL on the observed annual flood series and on the series with 
outliers modified if necessary, are given in Appendix I in terms of the 
distribution parameters s, and g for the LP3, and a, 
for the 2DL with a=b=0), estimates of 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year floods, 
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All 13 data points 
Dropping Lp and Sp 
Dropping Lp, Sp, and Fc 
Dropping Lp, Sp, Fc, and n 
and the statistics Σ(Δk)2 and Σ(Δz)2. Best estimates of Q100 from the USGS 
publication are also included. Other information consists of very high and 
very low floods, evaluation of rating curves, average runoff factor, storm 
statistics, outliers, and permeability of basin soils. 
The estimates of s, g, and Q100 obtained with the LP3 applied to the 30 
historical flood series as well as series with outliers modified are given in 
Table 6. The estimates considered reasonable and satisfactory, whether obtained 
from the original or modified series, are underlined. The estimates for 
basins 8 and 22 are not underlined because for 8 g is very low with historical 
series and s is very low with modified series, and for 2 2 s is very low with 
historical series. 
Skew Coefficient, g. Values of g from unmodified and modified flood 
series for the 30 basins are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic 
paper in Fig. 26, because the channel length and slope are highly correlated 
with drainage area. There are 14 drainage basins less than 10 sq mi 
and the data points indicate a trend of decrease in g with increase in A, 
though there is considerable scatter about the trend line. For areas exceeding 
10 sq mi but excluding the main stem of the Rock River, 4 trend lines 
can be drawn, showing smaller value (algebraically) of g as the geographic 
location of main sub-basins moves from north to northeast, center, and south. 
High floods occur more often from rain and snowmelt in the northern areas 
than in the southern areas. 
Standard Deviation, s. Values of s from unmodified and modified flood 
series for the 30 basins are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic 
paper in Fig. 27. The values for the 14 basins with drainage area less 
than 10 sq mi can be represented by a straight line with the exception 
of 1,3, and 13. Excluding the main Rock River stem, values of s for 
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Figure 26. Skew coefficient versus drainage area 
for the Rock River Basin 
Figure 27. Standard deviation versus drainage area 
for the Rock River Basin 
basins exceeding 10 sq mi exhibit two trends: one for central and southern 
basins and the other for the Pecatonica and northern Kishwaukee basins. The 
trend curves suggest that the standard deviation decreases with increase in A 
though the location of a trend curve may vary with the range of the drainage 
area and the meteorological-hydrological and physiographical setting. The 
scatter about the trend lines may be caused by other factors or characteristics 
as listed in Table 3. 
Median Annual Flood, Q2. The Q2 values for the 30 basins are plotted 
versus drainage area on logarithmic paper in Fig. 28. The data points gen­
erally lie along two lines with the exception of No. 26, the Normandy Ditch 
at Normandy. The upper line indicates a flow of about 2.1 times that with the 
lower line for the same drainage area. 
Ratio Q100/Q2. Ratios of a 100-year flood, Q100, to, Q2, for un-
modified and modified flood series for the 30 basins are plotted versus 
drainage area on a semilogarithmic paper in Fig. 29. Three curves are fitted to 
the data points. The upper one fits 4, 13, 17, and 20 with drainage area varying 
from 0.15 to 1.71 sq mi. The basin soils are relatively more pervious and the 
area covered by forest is significantly large. Both of these factors lower 
the Q2 much more than Q100, resulting in a higher ratio of Q100 to Q2. The 
remaining 25 basins (with the exception of 1) lie along the middle and lower 
curves. However, the basins lying on one curve in this figure do not all lie 
on one curve in Fig. 28; this indicates that the ratio of Q100 to Q2 is 
affected by other basin characteristics as listed in Table 7 as well as the 
meteorological factors (snowmelt, rain and snowmelt, or rainstorm floods). The 
range of the ratio for the area 1 to 1000 sq mi is 4.3 to 4.0 with the middle 
curve and 2.8 to 2.5 with the lower curve. 
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Figure 28. Q2 versus A for the Rock River Basin 
Figure 29. Ratio Q100/Q2 versus A for the Rock River Basin 
Statistical Analyses. The basin characteristics and value of s and g 
for the 30 basins are listed in Table 7. As indicated from Fig. 26 and 27, 
the regression analyses were carried out for the following three groups. 
a. 11 basins less than 10 sq mi (excluding 1, 3, and 13) 
b. 7 basins on the middle curve in Fig. 27 (excluding 8 and 22) 
c. 4 basins (2, 5, 10, and 14) on the right-hand curve in Fig.27 
(3 stations on the main stem of the Rock show mean s and g of 
0.215 and -0.44 and are not included in any groupings). 
Group a. 
s = -0.503 + 0.387 log n + 0.555 log Sp - 0.045 log Lp (47) 
R = 0.891; Se = 0.025; R.01 = 0.885; R.05 - 0.807 
s = 0.344 - 0.106 log L (drop n and Sp) (48) 
R = 0.666; Se = 0.036; R.01 = 0.735; R.05 = 0.602 
s = 0.553 - 0.212 log L - 0.107 log (drop n and Sp) (49) 
R = 0.750; Se = 0.034; R.01 = 0.827; R.05 = 0.726 
g = -0.079 - 0.560 log A (50) 
R = 0.589; Se = 0.396; R.01 = 0.735; R.05 = 0.602 
g = 11.049 - 1.927 log A - 7.299 log n - 1.273 log (51) 
R = 0.834; Se = 0.307; R.01 = 0.885; R.05 = 0.807 
Group b. 
s = 0.143 + 0.240 log (52) 
R = 0.890; Se = 0.033; R.01 = 0.874; R.05 = 0.754 
s = 0.188 + 0.202 log - 0.149 log Lp (53) 
R = 0.949; Se = 0.025; R.01 = 0.949; R.05 - 0.881 
s = 0.371 + 0.140 log - 0.120 log Lp - 0.097 log L (54) 
R = 0.966; Se = 0.024; R.01 = 0.983; R.05 = 0.950 
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s = 0.426 + 0.138 log - 0.143 log L (drop Lp) (55) 
R = 0.933; Se = 0.029; R.01 =0.949; R.05 = 0.881 
g = -12.487 + 19.726 log Sp - 0.704 log Fc (56) 
R = 0.853; Se = 0.197; R.01 = 0.949; R.05 = 0.881 
g = -1.341 + 0.706 log (drop Lp, Fc, Sp) (57) 
R = 0.559; Se = 0.280; R.01 = 0.874; R.05 = 0.754 
Group c. 
s = 0.763 - 0.162 log A (58) 
R = 0.988; Se = 0.009; R.01 = 0.990; R.05 = 0.950 
s =0.737 - 0.111 log A - 0.072 log L (59) 
R = 0.998; Se = 0.005; R.01 = 1.000; R.05 = 0.999 
g = -2.118 + 1.137 log n (60) 
R = 0.883; Se = 0.096; R.01 = 0.990; R.05 = 0.950 
g = -1.959 + 0.937 log n + 0.214 log Fc (61) 
R = 0.930; Se = 0.107; R.01 = 1.000; R.05 = 0.999 
g = 1.553 + 1.835 log Fc - 1.747 log L (drop n) (62) 
R = 0.992; Se = 0.037; R.01 = 1.000; R.05 = 0.999 
The above correlations show that for small drainage areas less than 10 
sq mi in the Rock River basin, s is significantly correlated with L and 
(decreasing with increase in L and but decreases if L increases) but 
more significantly correlated with n and Sp (the variation in n is from 14 
to 21 and in Sp from 4 to 5). Because the variability in n is limited, it 
is open to question if the results will hold for n equal to 30, 50, or higher. 
Values of Sp are not that precise and the range is from 4 to 5, with a majority 
with 4. Thus, correlation with L and may be more meaningful. In the case 
of skew coefficient, g, it is correlated with A at about 0.05 level of significance. 
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For the group b, s is highly correlated with and g with (R=0.559) 
but better correlated with Sp and Fc. However, Sp is 4.0 for 7 of the 8 
basins, and f-c values are 0.0, 0.24, 1.23, 3.01, 3.54, 3.90, and 11.58, which 
are not well distributed. For the group c with 4 basins, s is correlated 
with A at about 0.01 significance level. The g is significantly correlated 
with Fc and L; f-c values for the 4 basins are 9.38, 7.91, 2.47, and 2.46. 
C. LITTLE WABASH RIVER BASIN 
There are 10 study basins in the Little Wabash and their basin charac­
teristics are given in Table 3. The results of analyses with LP3 (both with 
sample skew and regional skew of -0.4) and 2DL on the observed annual flood 
series and on series with outliers modified if necessary, are given in 
Appendix I, in terms of the distribution parameters s, and g for the LP3, 
and a, and for the 2DL with a=b=0), estimates of 10-, 25-, 50-, 
and 100-year floods, and the statistics ∑(∆k)2 and ∑(∆z)2. Best estimates 
of Q100 as in the USGS publication are also included. Other information con­
sists of very high and low floods, evaluation of rating curves, average runoff 
factor, storm statistics, outliers, and permeability of basin soils. 
The estimates of s, g, and Q100 obtained with the LP3 applied to the 10 
historical flood series as well as series with outliers modified are given in 
Table 6. The estimates considered reasonable and satisfactory, whether 
obtained from the original or modified series, are underlined. The estimates 
for basins 2, 4, and 7 are not underlined because for basin 2 the culvert 
is submerged for 3 annual floods out of 18, for basin 4 the culvert is sub­
merged for 17 of the 21 annual floods, and for basin 7 the high outlier of 
17100 cfs yields Q100 estimate too low with modification and too high without 
modification of the outlier. It appears that for this basin, a g of about zero 
and s of 0.246 would yield a reasonable estimate of Q100. 
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Skew Coefficient, g. Values of g from unmodified and modified flood 
series for the 10 basins are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic 
paper in Fig. 30. For drainage areas exceeding about 50 sq mi, the 
g decreases from about 0.10 to -0.12 with A increasing from 50 to 3000 sq mi. 
There are 6 small drainage basins less than 2 sq mi and the parameter values 
for 3 of them are not satisfactory because of significant submergence of cul­
verts with high annual floods. 
Standard Deviation, s. Values of s from unmodified and modified flood 
series for the 10 basins are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic 
paper in Fig. 31. The data points can be represented by two parallel lines, 
0.07 unit of standard deviation apart. The trend of both the lines is decrease 
in s with increase in A. 
Median Annual Flood, Q2. Values of Q2 for the 10 basins are plotted versus 
drainage area on logarithmic paper in Fig. 32. The data points lie along 
a line with the exception of basin 9 (drainage area 3102 sq mi). The equa­
tion of this line is Q2 = 214 A0.581. 
Ratio Q100/Q2. Ratios of 100-year flood, Q100, to Q2 for the 10 basins 
are plotted versus drainage area on semilogarithmic paper in Fig. 33. This 
ratio for A from 10 to 1000 sq mi decreases from an average of 5.0 to 4.8. 
Statistical Analyses. Because of the small sample size and appreciable 
scatter as shown in Fig. 30 and 31, regression analyses yielded correlation 
coefficients which were not significant at the 5 percent level. The data are 
given in Table 7. The dependent variables Sp (equal to 1.0 for all basins) 
and L (1-p is zero for 6 basins) were dropped from the regressions given below. 
All 10 stations. 
s = 0.189 + 0.064 log n (63) 
R = 0.303; Se = 0.045; R.01 = 0.765; R.05 = 0.632 
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Figure 30. Skew coefficient versus drainage area 
for the Little Wabash River Basin 
Figure 31. Standard deviation versus drainage area 
for the Little Wabash River Basin 
Figure 32. Q2 versus A for the Little Wabash River Basin 
Figure 33. Ratio Q100/Q2 versus A for tne Little Wabash River Basin 
s = 0.112 + 0.126 log n - 0.010 log A (64) 
R = 0.397; Se = 0.046; R.01 = 0.855; R.05 = 0.758 
g = 1.257 - 0.873 log n (65) 
R = 0.390; Se = 0.458; R.01 = 0.765; R.05 = 0.632 
g = 3.999 - 2.372 log n - 0.552 (66) 
R = 0.754; Se = 0.349; R.01 = 0.855; R.05 = 0.758 
Six small basins. 
s = 1.099 - 0.737 log n + 0.068 log (67) 
R = 0.762; Se = 0.037; R.01 = 0.976; R.05 = 0.930 
g = 3.884 - 3.627 log +. 2.064 log Fc (68) 
R = 0.867; Se = 0.275; R.01 = 0.976; R.05 = 0.930 
Four large basins. Values of g for 7 and 8 in Table 7 were taken as 
0.135 and -0.042 as indicated by Fig. 30. 
s = -0.618 + 0.670 log Fc (69) 
R = 0.904; Se = 0.026; R.01 = 0.990; R.05 = 0.950 
s = -0.725 + 0.736 log Fc + 0.061 log (70) 
R = 0.941; Se = 0.029; R.01 = 1.000; R.05 = 0.999 
g = 0.644 - 0.427 log n (71) 
R = 0.974; Se = 0.031; R.01 = 0.990; R.05 = 0.950 
g = 0.378 - 0.143 log A (drop n) (72) 
R = 0.816; Se = 0.079; R.01 = 0.990; R.05 = 0.950 
D. JUNCTION OF TWO MAJOR TRIBUTARIES 
Sangamon River Basin. Two major tributaries, Salt Creek and Sangamon 
River, join upstream of Oakford. Three large-area stations: Sangamon River 
at Riverton (05 576500, 2618 sq mi), Salt Creek near Greenview (05 582000, 
1804 sq mi), and Sangamon River near Oakford (05 583000, 5093 sq mi), were 
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analyzed to consider the concurrency of annual flood peaks in time and rela­
tive flood magnitude, over the common record period of 1942-1976. The drainage 
area of the Sangamon River and Salt Creek at their junction as well as the river 
miles from the upstream gaging stations to the junction, are shown in the schem­
atic diagram (Fig. 34). The Salt Creek runs 5 miles from the Greenview gage 
to the junction and the river channel is straightened and widened throughout 
this reach and for many miles upstream of the gage. The Sangamon River flows 
about 49 miles from Riverton to the junction (drainage area increases from 2618 
to 3116 sq mi) and this river length has not been changed from its natural con­
dition. The relevant statistics for the first 5 top floods at Oakford and 
corresponding floods at Riverton and Greenview are given below. These floods 
occured in April, May, or June. 
Flood at Oakford gage Salt Creek Sangamon at Riverton 
Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs 
1 5/20/43 123,400 1 5/19/43 41,200 1 5/19/43 68,700 
2 4/25/73 45,800 5 4/25/73 21,000 4 4/24/73 27,000 
3 4/26/44 44,700 4 4/25/44 22,000 2 4/25/44 30,600 
4 6/25/74 42,900 2 6/24/74 38,100 not determined 
5 5/03/70 42,300 9 5/03/70 17,700 5 6/18/70 23,400* 
* The annual peak was caused by a different storm event than at Oakford and 
Greenview. Thus, it is out of phase with Oakford and Greenview flood peaks. 
For first 20 top floods near Oakford, corresponding-year floods are out 
of phase for 5 years near Greenview and 4 years at Riverton. For the remaining 
15 floods, these out-of-phase years are 9 and 10, respectively. Thus, it may be 
assumed that for 2-year and higher recurrence-interval floods, the chance of floods 
from the Sangamon and Salt Creek being out of phase is about 1 in 4 or 5. The 
values of Q100 of about 100, 000 cfs may be satisfactory for the Sangamon River 
near Oakford. 
The top 3 floods at the Oakford gage occurred a day or less after flood 
peaks were observed near Greenview and Riverton. The flood peaks from Greenview 
and Riverton both contribute to the high flood peaks at the Oakford gage. 
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Figure 34. Schematic diagram for some major tributary junctions in 
the Sangamon, Rock, and Little Wabash River Basin 
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Because of this, the skew coefficient, g , becomes -0.520 at Oakford, compared 
with -1.257 at Riverton and -0.119 at Greenview. The low value at Riverton is 
caused by the junction of the Sangamon and S. Fork Sangamon, 4 miles up­
stream, with drainage areas of 1443 and 885 sq mi, respectively. For the 
25-year concurrent record (1952-1976), the first 5 top floods at Riverton 
have 3 corresponding-year floods out of phase at Rochester and 4 at Oakley. 
This reduces the magnitude of floods at Riverton and hence the skew coefficient, 
g. 
Flood at Riverton gage S.F. Sangamon, Rochester Sangamon, Oakley 
Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs 
1 6/29/51 29,000 6 7/02/51 7,160* 14 7/31/51 4,500* 
2 4/24/73 27,000 4 4/25/73 9,130* 6 4/23/73 7,480 
3 6/18/70 23,400 3 6/18/70 11,100 12 4/23/70 5,500* 
4 5/27/68 23,200 5 5/29/68 8,490* 4 5/17/68 13,200* 
5 7/01/57 22,600 1 7/01/57 18,100 7 4/30/57 7,400* 
* The peak is out of phase with that at Riverton. 
It is evident that the value of g downstream of the junction of two major 
tributaries depends considerably on the concurrency of floods in the tri­
butaries upstream of the junction. 
Rook River Basin. Three medium-area stations: Kishwaukee River at 
Belvidere (05 438500, 538 sq mi), South Branch Kishwaukee River near 
Fairdale (05 439500, 387 sq mi), and Kishwaukee River near Perryville 
(05 440000, 1099 sq mi), were analyzed to consider the concurrency of 
annual flood peaks in time and relative flood magnitude, over the common 
record period of 1940-1976. The drainage area of the Kishwaukee and the 
South Branch at their junction as well as river miles from their gaging 
stations to the junction are shown in the schematic diagram (Fig. 34). 
The main channel lengths up to Belvidere and Fairdale stations are 41.30 
and 40.29 miles (Table 3), respectively. The distances from the stations 
to the junction are 11.3 and 10.3 miles. Thus, the channel lengths for 
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the two stems are 52.6 and 50.6 miles. The drainage area above the junction 
is 1095 sq mi compared with 1099 sq mi at the Perryville gage; the gage is only 
1.4 miles below the junction. The relevant statistics for the first 5 top 
floods at Perryville and corresponding-year floods at Belvidere and Fairdale are 
given below. These floods occurred in January, February, or March. 
Flood at Perryville Belvidere gage Fairdale gage 
Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs 
1 1/06/46 16,400 2 1/06/46 9,830 2 1/05/46 6,840 
2 3/20/48 15,200 6 3/20/48 8,000 11 3/19/46 5,680 
3 3/15/44 14,800 3 3/15/44 9,200 9 3/14/44 5,850 
4 4/22/73 14,800 11 4/22/73 6,270 1 4/22/73 8,460 
5 2/20/71 14,200 4 2/20/71 8,350 22 2/19/71 3,930 
Two of the 5 floods give peaks at Perryville about 13 percent higher than 
the sum of the peaks at Belvidere and Fairdale, one gives nearly the same 
value, and the remaining 2 floods give the peak about 2 percent lower than 
the sum. For a 100-year flood, the peak at Perryville gage may be equal 
to or a little less than the combined peaks at Belvidere and Fairdale gages. 
(from LP3, cfs) 24,370 16,000 9,930 
3.830 3.539 3.559 
0.279 0.316 0.278 
-0.449 -0.298 -0.778 
The Belvidere gage has higher e and g but lower than Fairdale gage. 
The differences may be caused largely by the northern location of 
the area above the Belvidere gage. The top 5 floods at Belvidere occurred 
one each in January and February, and 3 in March. The top 5 floods at 
Fairdale occurred one each in January, March, April, May, and July. 
Little Wabash River Basin. Three large-area stations: Skillet Fork near 
Wayne City (03 380500, 464 sq mi), Little Wabash River below Clay City (03 
379500, 1131 sq mi), and Little Wabash River at Carmi (03 381500, 3102 sq mi) 
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Perryville gage Belvidere gage Fairdale gage 
Q 1 0 0 
s 
g 
were analyzed to consider the concurrency of annual floods in time and 
relative flood magnitude, over the common record period of 1940-1976. The 
drainage areas of the Little Wabash and Skillet Fork at their junction are 
2012 and 1061 sq mi and the river miles upstream of the junction to the gaging 
stations are 86 and 39 miles, respectively. About 27 miles of the 39-mile 
Skillet Fork length was widened, straightened, and channelized. The relevant 
statistics for the top 5 floods at Carmi and the corresponding-year floods 
at Wayne City and Clay City gages are given below. These floods occurred 
in December, January, and May. 
Floods at Carmi gage at Wayne City gage at Clay City gage 
Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs Rank Date Peak,cfs 
1 5/12/61 46,900 1 5/09/61 51,000 2 5/10/61 46,200 
2 1/11/50 39,400 3 1/05/50 20,000 1 1/05/50 47,000 
3 5/25/43 33,100 6 5/12/43 17,000* 3 5/20/43 40,500 
4 1/29/49 32,800 11 1/25/49 14,500 12 1/20/49 15,100 
5 12/28/57 23,700 4 12/20/57 18,500 7 12/21/57 27,100 
* The annual flood peak at Wayne City occurred much earlier than at 
Carmi gage relative to the other 4 peaks. 
Floods with rank 6 and higher (in the descending order of magnitude) 
are quite often out of phase with those at Wayne City and Clay City. It 
is evident that high floods observed at Carmi are usually less than near 
Clay City, largely due to channel storage in 94 miles of river as well as 
considerable travel time of about 6 days (giving a velocity of about 1 ft/sec). 
The flood peak from Wayne City reaches Carmi in about 3 to 4 days and con­
tributes a small amount to the flood peak at Carmi when that peak is caused by 
floods passing through the Little Wabash above the junction. Because the 
drainage area of the Little Wabash is about twice that of the Skillet Fork, both 
above the junction, the flood peaks in the former are expected to be higher 
than in the latter for storms covering the entire basin. The Carmi gage lies 
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only 8 miles below the two rivers draining large areas, with their flood peaks 
out of phase by 2 to 3 days. This explains low values of Q2 and Q100/Q2 in 
Fig. 32 and 33 at the Carmi gage. It is reasonable to assume that in the 
absence of this fact, the standard deviation, s, for Carmi might have been 
0.310 instead of 0.236 in Fig. 31 and skew coefficient, g, of about 0.1 
instead of -0.055 in Fig. 30. 
The statistics of 5 top floods at Carmi and corresponding-year floods 
at Wayne City and Clay City gages show that the major floods are caused by 
storms covering most of the basin. The direction of such storms is generally 
SW to NE. The only way to have a very high flood at Carmi is for the storm 
to move from north to south at such a slow speed that the flood peaks from 
the Little Wabash and Skillet Fork coincide at the junction. Such a happen­
ing will be highly rare, if not impossible. 
Over the years 1940 through 1976, annual maximum floods are out of 
phase for 11 years at Wayne City and 13 years at Clay City. Out of these 
years, floods were out of phase at both Wayne City and Clay City, when com­
pared to those at Carmi, for 5 years. The remaining years indicate an average 
time lag between peaks at Wayne City and Carmi of 3.9 days and between peaks at 
Clay City and Carmi of 5.7 days. 
The 100-year flood at Carmi may be about 10,000 cfs higher than near Wayne 
City or about 5,000 cfs lower than near Clay City. This makes the Q100 at 
Carmi to be in the range of 48,000 to 56,000 cfs. The LP3 applied to observed 




Storm, basin, stream, soil, floodplain, and other relevant factors were 
investigated for 62 basins in areas drained by the Sangamon, Rock, and Little 
Wabash Rivers in Illinois, to understand the variation in skew values from 
the annual flood series. The following conclusions are drawn as a result of 
this study. 
1. The criterion for considering a low flood as a low outlier, given 
in the Water Resources Council Bulletin 17, yields no outlier in the 62 
flood series. The criterion is too severe and needs to be changed. 
2. One or two relatively very low floods (as indicated by the rest 
of the data) were encountered in about 30 percent of the flood series 
analyzed. Modification of these low floods to those expected from the 
trend of the series significantly increased (algebraically) the skew co­
efficient, g, and somewhat decreased the standard deviation, s. 
3. A methodology was developed and computerized to modify the out­
liers so that their modified values follow the trend of the rest of the 
data. The method can be used for all flood series with one or two low 
and/or high outliers. 
4. There are no definite criteria available for modifying a high 
outlier. Available statistical tests are rather extreme because the test 
statistics are for only 1 and 5 percent significance levels. Dntil better 
tests are developed for defining high outliers, a relatively very high 
flood may be considered an outlier if it is much higher than indicated by 
the rest of the data and if the rainstorm producing it together with other 
relevant information support the assumption. Modification of a high outlier 
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reduces both s and g but the effect is usually much smaller than in the case 
of low outliers because a low outlier may be 1/3 of the next low flood but 
a high outlier is much less than 3 times the next high flood. 
5. Modification of outliers causes both s and g to change. The present 
methodology (as per Water Resources Council Bulletin 17) of regionalizing 
only g is open to question. A small increase or decrease in e masks a 5- to 
10-fold decrease or increase in g over the range of 1.5- to 25- or 50-year 
floods. 
6. The general plotting position formula (m is the rank in the de­
scending order of magnitude, n is the sample size, and p is the probability 
of being equal to or greater than the given flood), 
yields the statistically best plotting position with a=b=0.38 rather than with 
a=b=0 or the Weibull plotting position. The curves derived with log Pearson 
type III distribution fit better the extreme points at the low and high end 
of the observed flood spectrum when plotted with a=b=0.38. Comparison of 
the fits for the 62 study basins shows that for checking the fit of the 
derived distribution curve to the observed floods, these floods should be 
plotted according to the 'best plotting' position. The recurrence interval, 
T, in years,equals the reciprocal of p. 
7. Because the occurrence of one or two relatively low floods affects 
significantly the skew values, it may be worthwhile doing flood frequency 
analysis with annual exceedance series (in which all flood peaks irrespective 
of the year of occurrence are considered and the top flood peaks equal in 
number to the data years constitute the annual exceedance series) if the 
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interest is mainly in the floods with recurrence intervals exceeding 5 or 
10 years. The problem of low outliers will automatically disappear. 
8. The flood series for the 62 basins were analyzed both with Pearson 
type 3 (P3) and LP3. The LP3 flood estimates were better than the P3 
estimates but the superiority decreased with increase in drainage area. 
For drainage areas exceeding about 5000 sq mi or with flood series 
with maximum to minimum annual flood ratio of 2 to 4, both methods may 
give equally good results. 
9. Basin rainfall and duration of storms producing 5 top floods at 
each of the 62 basins were analyzed and storm recurrence intervals estimated 
from frequency tables. In quite a few cases, relatively very high floods 
were shown to be produced by storms of much larger recurrence intervals 
than the years of flood record. 
10. Basin and stream characteristics were analyzed for the study 
basins to check for regional homogeneity. Variations in these character­
istics within a large basin and from one such basin to another were reflected 
in the variation in s and g. Consideration of these characteristics can 
help in defining homogeneous subregions. 
11. Flow section characteristics indicate that the bankfull discharge 
in the Sangamon and Little Wabash River systems corresponds to a 2-year 
flood or less, but in most of the Rock River system the streamflow remains 
within the banks at even higher flows because of greater stream incision. 
The interaction between the fast-moving channel flow and the slow-moving 
floodplain flow at small depths of flooding leads to transport of the longi­
tudinal momentum from the main channel to the floodplain. This reduces the 
flow velocity in the channel as well as the mean velocity in the composite 
section in which the discharge increases with a disproportionate increase in 
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the width and area of flow section. This is equivalent to the introduction of 
an additional storage element into the system and explains the usual doglegs or 
reverse curvatures observed in the historical flood series in the vicinity 
of the 2-year flood. Such distribution shapes can be handled by the two-
distribution method. 
12. The fitting by the log two-distribution (2DL) method depends on 
the plotting positions assigned to the historical floods because the method min-
imizes ∑(∆z)2 where ∆z is the difference between the observed and fitted 
standard deviates. Analyses were made with the 2DL method both with hist­
orical flood series having z corresponding to plotting positions with a=b=0 
and with a=b=0.38. The 2DL estimates of 100-year floods with a=b=0.38 were 
usually 10 to 20 percent lower than with a=b=0. 
13. The regression analyses indicate that the skew coefficient is corre­
lated with drainage area and channel length and the standard deviation with 
main channel slope and/or drainage area and channel length, of 'well-behaved' 
basins with more than 10 sq mi drainage area lying in rather hydrologically 
homogeneous basins or sub-basins. 
14. The distribution parameters below the junction of two major trib­
utaries are affected greatly by the degree of concurrency of flood peaks in 
time and flow magnitude. If the high floods are out of phase (i.e., the 
peaks arrive at different times at the junction), the standard deviation as 
well as skew coefficient would be lower below the junction than if the peaks 
had been in phase more often. 
15. It is necessary to consider outliers, high-flood producing storm 
statistics, and any other pertinent information before deriving the LP3 
distribution parameters s and g. The regionalization should then be 
attempted with the derived parameter values for homegeneous regions or 
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Explanations: 
D.A. = drainage area above the gage, in sq mi 
L = main-channel length, from the gage to the basin divide, in miles 
= main-channel slope, determined from elevations at 10 and 85 per­
cent of L from the gage along the main channel, in ft per mi 
Qmax = 5 highest annual floods in the years of record, in cfs 
Q m i n = 5 lowest annual floods in the years of record, in cfs 
= mean of log-transformed annual floods, x 
s = standard deviation of x values 
g = skew coefficient of x values 
Q 1 0 0 = estimate of a 100-year flood, in cfs 
LP3,R = log Pearson type III with regional skew of -0.4 
LP3,S = log Pearson type III with sample skew 
USGS = LP3 parameters and flood estimates from USGS-WRI 77-117; the 
first line gives flood estimates from individual station frequency 
curves and the second line gives the weighted or best estimates 
2DL (0.5) = two-distribution method with a=b=0 in Eq. 7; value of a is given 
in parentheses. Under a, and g are given and 
and and (see Eqs. 9 through 14 in the text) 
modified = the modified value(s) of any perceived outlier(s) is/are fitted 
by the methodology given in Methods for Statistical Analyses of 
Annual Flood Series, and parameters and flood estimates are 
recomputed for the LP3 and 2DL. 
RO factor = ratio of flood peak, in inches per hour, to the average rainfall 
intensity, in inches per hour, over the effective duration of 
storm producing the flood 
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SANGAMON RIVER BASIN 
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05 571000 SANGAMON RIVER AT MAHOMET 
RO factor; Average is 0.50, range 0.3 to 0.7, for the top 5 floods. The 
maximum flood of 14600 cfs caused by a 25-year storm. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. Analysis of storms 
producing top 5 floods do not indicate any outlier. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams predominate; average permeability is moderately 
slow. 
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05 572000 SANGAMON RIVER AT MONTICELLO 
RO factor: Average is 0.35, range 0.25 to 0.50, for the top 5 floods. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. The lowest 
flood of 704 cfs seems to be a low outlier being about one-half of the next 
lowest flood. 
Soils: Silt, clay, and mixed loams predominate; average permeability moderate 
to moderately slow. 
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05 572100 WILDCAT CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR MONTI CELLO 
Rating curve: Box culvert 7' × 3'; the culvert may be submerged when discharge 
exceeds 60 cfs or at lower discharge if debris chokes the opening. The highest 
flows could have been somewhat higher with no submergence and hence no ponding 
upstream. 
RO factor: Hourly rainfall data are available at some nearby raingage stations. 
A 100-yr 20-minute storm of 1.9 inches can produce a flood of 129 cfs with a 
runoff factor of 0.35. Corresponding value for a 25-year storm with 0.30 
runoff factor will be 84 cfs. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Two soils; brown silt loam and black clay loam, both with moderate 
permeability. 
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05 572500 SANGAMON RIVER NEAR OAKLEY 
RO factor; Average 0.30. Medium and low flows affected by operation of 
gates at Lake Decatur. Top flood caused by a 20- to 25-year storm. 
Outlier statistics; No high outliers indicated at 5% level. Storms producing 
the top 5 floods were less than 25-yr recurrence interval. 
Soils: Silt and clay loam predominate; average permeability moderately slow. 
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05 574000 SOUTH FORK SANGAMON RIVER NEAR NOKOMIS 
RO factor: Maximum flood of 8600 cfs caused by an 80- to 100-year storm and 
that of 6000 cfs by a 25-year storm. Average runoff factor for the top 4 floods 
is 0.70. 
Outlier statistics: No high outliers indicated at 5% level. The maximum flood 
of 8600 cfs seems to have a recurrence interval of 80 to 100 years on the basis 
of storm statistics. 
Soils: Silt loams; average permeability slow. 
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05 574500 FLAT BRANCH NEAR TAYLORVILLE 
RO factor; Average 0.30 for the top 5 floods. The two lowest floods occurred 
during the 1953-54 drought. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier at 5% level. On the basis of storms 
producing top 5 floods, the maximum flood of 13000 cfs was produced by a 40-
to 50-year storm. The two lowest floods seem to be low outliers because they 
are practically one-third of the next low flood. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams dominate; average permeability is moderately slow. 
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05 575500 SOUTH FORK SANGAMON RIVER AT KINCAID 
RO factor; Average of 0.25 for the top 3 floods. The maximum flood of 21500 
cfs was produced by a 50- to 75-year storm and a runoff factor of 0.28. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Major pools are Herrick silt loam and Virden silt clay loam; average 
permeability moderately slow. 
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05 576000 SOUTH FORK SANGAMON RIVER NEAR ROCHESTER 
RO factor: Average 0.17 for 4 out of top 5 floods and 0.35 for the one in 
January, 1974. The two low floods occurred during the 1953-54 drought. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. No high outliers 
indicated on the basis of storms producing the top 5 floods. However, the 
two lowest floods seem to be low outliers because they are practically one -
half of next low flood. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams predominate; average permeability moderately slow. 
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05 576500 SANGAMON RIVER AT RIVERTON 
RO factor: The maximum flood of 68700 cfs occurred on 5-19-43 and it was caused 
by about 4.4 inches rainfall over 2 days with very wet antecedent soil moisture 
conditions. This storm can be considered a 50-year storm. Other 4 floods 
caused by 10- to 25-year storm. Runoff factor for the top flood is 0.45 and 
the average for the other 4 is 0.21, for average and dry antecedent soil moisture 
conditions. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt and clay loams; average permeability moderately 
s low. 
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05 577500 SPRING CREEK AT SPRINGFIELD 
RO factor: Average 0.56, range 0.43 to 0.81, for the top 5 floods. Maximum 
flood of 6750 cfs caused by about a 10-year storm with very wet antecedent 
soil moistue conditions. Next 2 high floods caused by 15- to 20-year storms 
with average soil moisture conditions. The two lowest floods occurred 
during the drought of 1953-54. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. The two lowest 
floods seem low outliers; they are about one-third of the next low flood. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams predominate; average permeability is moderately 
slow. 
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05 577700 SANGAMON RIVER TRIBUTARY AT ANDREW 
Rating curve: Box culvert, two 6' × 5' openings; the culvert may be submerged 
when discharge exceeds about 400 cfs. The ponding adjustment for 6 floods 
exceeding 400 cfs may increase the discharges and the value of g. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.25 for the top 5 floods. A 100-year 
30-minute storm will cause a flood of 920 cfs with a runoff factor of 0.25. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. The two lowest 
floods of 55 and 57 cfs are less than the indicated values. 
Soils: Yellow-gray and brown silt loams predominate; moderately rapid permeabil­
ity. 
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05 578500 SALT CREEK NEAR ROWELL 
RO factor: Average 0.41, range 0.38 to 0.47, for the top 5 floods. The maximum 
flood of 24500 cfs caused by a 100- to 150-yr storm. 
Outlier statistics: One high outlier indicated by one test but not by the 
other test at 5% level. Storm producing the flood of 24500 cfs has a re­
currence interval of 100 to 150 years. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams; average permeability varies from moderately 
slow to moderate. 
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05 579500 LAKE FORK NEAR CORNLAND 
RO factor: Average 0.30 for 4 floods and 0.62 for the flood of 4900 cfs in 
February, 1959. The lowest flood of 152 cfs occurred during the 1953-1954 
drought. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. No high outliers 
indicated on the basis of storms producing top 5 floods. However, the lowest 
flood of 152 cfs seems a low outlier; it is less than 0.3 times the next low 
flood. 
Soil: Silt and clay loams predominate; average permeability moderately slow. 
† USGS flood estimates consider 1943 flood of 29000 cfs obtained from a contracted 
area computation and flood marks. Stages for 6120 and 4900 cfs are 22.53 and 
21.60 ft and that for 29000cfs 23.4 ft. The bridge was constructed in 1940 
and not damaged in 1943. Rating curve extension indicates a peak discharge of 
about 7500 cfs for 23.4 ft stage. 
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05 579750 KICKAPOO CREEK TRIBUTARY AT HEYWORTH 
Rating curve: Box culvert, two 10' × 10' openings; it can pass up to 2200 cfs 
without any submergence. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.50 for the top 5 floods. A 100-year 
1.5-hour storm will cause a flood of about 2700 cfs with 0.6 runoff factor; 
a 25-year storm of similar deviation will cause a flood of about 1640 cfs 
with 0.5 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. On the basis of 
storm causing the maximum flood of 2400 cfs, its recurrence interval can be 
considered as about 100 years. 
Soils: Brown and yellow silt loams in the upper half of the basin have moder­
ately rapid permeability; yellow-gray silt loams in the lower half have slow 
permeability. The average permeability is moderate. 
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05 580000 KICKAPOO CREEK AT WAYNESVILLE 
RO factor; About 0.8 for the top 3 floods, caused by 25-year or less storms 
under very wet antecedent conditions. 
Outlier statistics: No high outliers indicated at 5% level. No high outliers 
indicated on the basis of storms producing the top 5 floods. 
Soils: Major soils are black loam with moderately slow permeability and Drum­
mer clay loam and Flanagan silt loam with moderate permeability. Average per­
meability moderately slow. 
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05 580500 KICKAPOO CREEK NEAR LINCOLN 
RO factor: About 0.65 runoff factor for the top 3 floods, which were caused 
by 25-year or less storms under favorable runoff conditions. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. No outliers 
indicated on the basis of storms producing the top 5 floods. 
Soils: Brown silt and black clay loams; average moderately slow permeability. 
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05 580700 SALT CREEK TRIBUTARY AT MIDDLETOWN 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 12' × 10.7' opening. About 1000 cfs can pass through 
the culvert without any submergence. On May 8, 1961, the road was washed away 
and the flow under the dam-break condition was estimated as 1520 cfs. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.66. A 100-year 
40-minute storm will produce a flood peak of about 1850 cfs with 0.8 runoff 
factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Predominant soils are brown silt loam and yellow gray silt loam, with 
slow to moderate permeability. Average permeability moderately slow. 
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05 581500 SUGAR CREEK NEAR HARTSBURG 
RO factor: Average 0.5 for 4 of the top 5 floods. The maximum flood of 26800 
cfs was caused by a storm of about 100-year recurrence interval and a runoff 
factor of 0.65. 
Outlier statistics: One high outlier is indicated at 5% level. The analysis 
of flood-producing storms indicates a 100- to 150-year recurrence interval for 
this outlier. Other floods caused by 2- to 20-year storms. 
Soils: Silt and clay loams predominate; average permeability slow. 
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05 582000 SALT CREEK NEAR GREENVIEW 
RO factor: Average 0.31, range 0.20 to 0.50 for the top 5 floods which are 
caused by storms varying from about 8 to 30 years recurrence interval. The 
maximum flood of 41200 cfs caused by a 15-year storm with 0.5 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. No high outliers 
indicated on the basis of storm analyses. 
Soils: Various types of silt and clay loams; average permeability moderately 
slow. 
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05 582200 CABINESS CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR PETERSBURG 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 5' × 4' opening; the rating curve shows submergence 
of the culvert opening for discharges exceeding 100 cfs. For submerged flows, 
the peak flow through the culvert is less than without the culvert because of 
storage effects upstream. 
RO factor: The average runoff factor is 0.64. A 100-year 1-hour storm will 
produce a flood peak of 1500 cfs with an 0.8 runoff factor. A 10-year 1-hour 
storm will cause a flood of 600 cfs with 0.5 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. The top flood of 
1500 cfs seems to have a recurrence interval of about 100 years on the basis of 
storms statistics. 
Soils: There are 6 varieties of loams, with permeability varying from slow to 
moderately rapid. Average permeability can be taken as moderate. 
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05 582500 CRANE CREEK NEAR EASTON 
RO factor: Average of 0.06 for the top 5 floods. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Black sandy loam predominates; average permeability moderate. Flat 
slope and pervious soils reduce runoff factor. 
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05 583000 SANGAMON RIVER NEAR OAKFORD 
RO factor: The maximum flood occurred on 5-20-43 and it was caused by a 
50-yr storm over very wet antecedent soil moisture conditions (giving a 
runoff factor of about 0.47). Other 4 floods were caused by 10- to 25-yr 
storms under average soil moisture conditions and a runoff factor of about 
0.21. 
Outlier statistics: One high outlier is indicated by one test but not by 
the other at 5% level. Considering storm frequency and high runoff factor 
for the historical maximum flood, it may have a recurrence interval of 150 
to 200 years. 
Soils: Various types of silt and clay loams and some sandy loam; average 
permeability moderately slow. 
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ROCK RIVER BASIN 
05 435000 CEDAR CREEK NEAR WINSLOW 
Rating curve: Rating curve is well defined at the bridge. 
RO factor: Runoff factor is about 0.50 for the top 2 floods. Floods of 
356 and 335 cfs were caused by less than 0.5 inch in one hour rain on 
frozen ground. A 100-year 1-hour and 2-hour storms will cause flood peak of 
1500 and 950 cfs, respectively, with 0.50 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tama, Muscatine, and Catlin silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 435500 PECATONICA RIVER AT FREEPORT 
RO factor: All the top 5 floods occurred from rainstorms of about 1.5 inch 
or less with snow on the ground. The runoff factor varies from about 0.2 to 
about 0.5, with an average of 0.35. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate (for 
drainage area in Illinois). 
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05 435650 LOST CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR SHANNON 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 12' × 6' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
There was about 1-foot submergence of the culvert with the top flood of 660 cfs. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for storms causing floods in February, March, 
and April is 0.67. For the storm in June causing 426 cfs flood, the runoff 
factor is about 0.30. This flood occurred from about 1.5 inch rain in 1 hour 
but the four others were caused by less than one-inch storms, some on frozen 
ground or with some snow covering the ground. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. The lowest flood 
of 50 cfs is about 30% of the next lowest flood and may be considered a low outlier. 
Soils: Tama silt loam predominates; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 436900 OTTER CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR DURAND 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 7' × 6' opening. Rating curves well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.30. The storms causing the top 5 
floods have a recurrence interval of 5 years or less. A 45-minute 100-year 
storm will cause a flood peak of about 450 cfs with 0.30 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistic: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tallula and Bold silt loams; average permeability is moderately rapid. 
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05 437000 PECATONICA RIVER AT SHIRLAND 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.30, varying from 
0.20 to 0.40; the higher values occur with storms over snow or frozen ground. 
These floods were caused by 2-year or less storms. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate (for 
drainage area in Illinois). 
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05 437500 ROCK RIVER AT ROCKTON 
RO factor: From the limited data available, runoff factor is of the order of 
0.15 for rain-storms over snow-covered or frozen ground and 0.05 for the flood 
of 24300 cfs in February 1973, caused by a storm of about 20-year recurrence 
interval. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate (for 
drainage area in Illinois). 
†36 years (1940-1975) and 10 years (1904-1908 and 1915-1919) 
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05 437600 ROCK RIVER TRIBUTARY NEAR ROCKTON 
Rating curve: Corrugated pipe arch culvert, 11.5' span and 7.4' rise. Rating 
curve is well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.25 except for the February 1971 flood 
of 224 cfs which was caused by a small rain falling over frozen ground. The 
top 5 floods caused by less than 2-year storms. A 2-hour 100-year storm of 
4.5 inches will cause a flood peak of about 800 cfs with 0.25 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Predominant soil is sandy loam and some silt loam; average permeability 
is moderate. 
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05 438250 COON CREEK AT RILEY 
RO factor: Average 0.25 for the top 3 floods in April and June, and 0.70 for 
the next 2 floods in February and January. Maximum flood caused by a 5-year 
storm with above average runoff condition. Winter floods caused by rain of 
less than 1 inch. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. The two lowest 
floods seem to be low outliers; they are less than 30 percent of the next low 
flood. 
Soils: Silt loam, sandy loam, and loam; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 438300 LAWRENCE CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR HARVARD 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 7' × 6' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is estimated as 0.25 from the limited rainfall 
runoff data. A 2-hour 100-year storm will cause a flood peak of about 300 cfs 
with 0.25 runoff factor. 
Outlier stat istics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Miami and Strawn silt loam and Drummer silt clay loam; average 
permeability is moderate. 
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05 438500 KISHWAUKEE RIVER AT BELVIDERE 
RO factor: Average runoff factor 0.58 for the top 5 floods, all occurring in 
January to March period. These floods were caused by rainfall of less than 
1.8 inch. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loam; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 438850 M. BR OF S. BR. KISHWAUKEE RIVER NEAR MALTA 
Rating curve: Box culvert, two 7' × 5.1' openings. Rating curve is well 
defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is about 0.25. The top 4 floods caused by 
storms of 2- to 5-year recurrence interval. The flood of 233 cfs in 1974 was 
caused by a storm of about 15-year recurrence interval with rather dry ante­
cedent soil moisture conditions. A 2-hour 100-year storm of 4.5 inches will 
cause a flood of 606 cfs with 0.25 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Proctor, Wosthen adn Piano silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 439500 SOUTH BRANCH KISHWAUKEE RIVER NEAR FAIRDALE 
RO factor: Average 0.20 for 4 of the top 5 floods occurring during the period 
May to August. The maximum flood was caused by a 25-year storm with above-
average runoff condition. The flood of 6670 cfs was caused by a 50-year storm 
with below-average runoff condition. The winter flood of 6840 cfs was caused by 
about 1.1 inch rain on frozen ground, giving a runoff factor of about 0.62. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tallula, Saybrook, and Lisbon silt loams; average permeability is 
moderate. 
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05 439550 SOUTH BR KISHWAUKEE RIVER TRIBUTARY NEAR IRENE 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 12' × 7' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods excluding the top most 
is 0.22. The maximum flood of 452 cfs was caused by about 1 inch storm with 
snow on the ground. The flood of 219 cfs was caused by a 25-year storm with 
dry antecedent soil moisture conditions. The other 3 floods were caused by 2-
to 5-year storms. A 100-year 1-hour storm will cause a flood of about 1100 cfs 
with 0.30 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Peaty, Tallula, Pitwood, and Proctor silt and sandy loams; average 
permeability moderate to moderately rapid. 
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05 440000 KISHWAUKEE RIVER NEAR PERRYVILLE 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for floods (nos. 2, 3, and 4) occurring in 
March and April is 0.23. These floods are caused by 2- to 5-year storms. The 
ground is either frozen or saturated. Runoff factor for floods in January 
and February (nos. 1 and 5) is about 0.75. These are caused by about one inch 
or less of rain with snow on the ground. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 440500 KILLBUCK CREEK NEAR MONROE CENTER 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 4 floods is 0.31, and these are 
caused by 25- , 30- , and 10-year storms with above average runoff conditions 
and a 25-year storm under rather dry conditions. The flood of 4750 cfs was 
caused by about 1.1 inches rainfall with snow on the ground. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Silt loams and some sandy loam; average permeability is moderate. 
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05 440650 STILLMAN CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR H0LC0MB 
Rating curve: Box culvert 10' × 6' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor 0.26 for floods 2 to 4 in the top 5 floods, 
the other 2 floods were caused by a small rainwith snow on the ground. The 
storms have less than 2-year recurrence interval. A 1-hour 100-year storm 
will cause a flood of 547 cfs with 0.26 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
-144-
05 440900 LEAF RIVER TRIBUTARY NEAR F0RREST0N 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 6' × 6' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor about 0.60. The top 5 floods are caused 
by less than 5-year storms. A 15-minute 100-year storm will cause a flood 
of 440 cfs with average runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Peaty loam and Tallula and Bold silt loams; average permeability is 
moderate to moderately rapid. 
-145-
05 441000 LEAF RIVER AT LEAF RIVER 
RO factor: The first 3 of the top 5 floods have an average runoff factor of 0.35. 
They are caused by 25-year or lesser storms. The remaining 2 floods are caused 
by less than 2-inch storms with frozen soil and/or snow on the ground. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tama and Tallula silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
†Flood of 539 cfs was not passed to the computer program. 
-146-
05 443500 ROCK RIVER AT COMO 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for floods (nos. 2, 3, and 4) occurring with 
5-year and less storms and snow on frozen ground is 0.17 and for floods 
(nos. 1 and 5) occurring with 25- to 50-year storms in April and May is 0.08. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate (for 
drainage area in Illinois). 
-147-
05 444000 ELKHORN CREEK NEAR PENROSE 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.35 for the top 5 floods except that of 
5980 cfs which occurred in January. These floods were caused by 2- to 25-year 
storms. Flood in January 1946 was caused by about 1 inch rainfall with snow 
on the ground and warming temperatures. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tama and Tallula silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
-148-
05 444100 SPRING CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR COLETA 
Rating curve: Box culvert, two 9' × 7' openings. Rating curve well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.35. Three top floods were caused by 
5- to 10-year storms. A 100-year 40-minute storm will cause a flood peak of 
1440 cfs and a 50-minute storm a peak of 1270 cfs with average runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. The lowest 
flood seems to be much lower than that indicated by the other floods. 
Soils: Silt and mixed loams; average permeability is moderate. 
-149-
05 445500 ROCK CREEK NEAR MORRISON 
RO factor: All top 5 floods occurred in winter--December, January and February. 
Storm precipitation varied from 0.7 to a little over 3 inches. The runoff factor 
varied from 0.4 to 1.0 because of frozen ground and/or snow on the ground. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various varieties of silt loams and some fine sand; average permeability 
is moderate to moderately rapid. 
†Flood of 765 cfs was not passed to the computer program. 
-150-
05 446500 ROCK RIVER NEAR JOSLIN 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for floods (nos. 1, 3, and 5) occurring 
with 5-year and less storms and snow on the ground is about 0.15 and for 
floods (nos. 2 and 4) occurring with 25- to 50-year storms in April and May 
is 0.05. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate (for 
drainage area in Illinois). 
-151-
05 447000 GREEN RIVER AT AMBOY 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.25; range 0.15 to 0.30. The maximum 
flood of 6120 cfs was caused by about a 50-year storm. The top 5 floods 
occurred in April, May, June, and October. The overland slopes are much 
flatter than other similar-size basins in the Rock River system in Illinois. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
†Flood of 502 cfs was not passed to the computer program. 
-152-
05 447050 GREEN RIVER TRIBUTARY No. 2 NEAR OHIO 
Rating curve: Box culvert, two 7.5' × 6' openings. Rating curve well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor 0.33. The top 5 floods caused by less than 
2-year storms. A 3-hour 100-year storm of 4.8 inches will cause a flood peak 
of 1690 cfs with 0.33 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. The lowest flood 
of 23 cfs seems to be a low outlier. 
Soils: Silt loam and mixed loam; average permeability is moderate. 
-153-
05 447200 NORMANDY DITCH AT NORMANDY 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 6' × 6' opening. Rating curve is not well defined. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.23. The first 3 
floods were caused by about 1 inch or less rain on some snow on the ground. 
The remaining two floods were caused by smaller rains. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Silty, sand and peaty loams; average permeability is moderate. 
*not a natural-flow stream. A 6-hr 100-year storm with a runoff factor of 
0.23 yields a flood of 750 cfs. 
-154-
05 447350 MUD CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR ATKINSON 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 10' × 4' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
The culvert is submerged for flows exceeding about 250 cfs. The top 3 floods 
may have been somewhat higher than indicated because of storage upstream. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.40. The maximum 
flood of 890 cfs was caused by about a 25-year storm. A 100-year 1-hour storm 
of 3.6 inches will cause a flood peak of 1130 cfs with 0.40 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
-155-
05 447500 GREEN RIVER NEAR GENESEO 
RO factor: Average runoff factor 0.17 for the top floods (excluding flood of 
9000 cfs in February 1971 caused by less than one inch of rain on frozen ground 
and runoff factor of 0.38) caused by 10- to 40-year storms. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is moderate. 
-156-
5 448000 MILL CREEK AT MILAN 
RO factor: The average runoff factor for the top 3 floods occurring in 
April and October is 0.81. The top flood is caused by a 30- to 40-year 
storm under favorable conditions of runoff. The remaining 2 floods occurred 
in February and March under frozen-ground and snow-melt conditions. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Tallula, Bold, and Timula silt loams; average permeability is moderately 
rapid. 
-157-
05 448050 SAND CREEK NEAR MILAN 
Rating curve: 5-ft dia CMP culvert. Rating curve is well defined. However, 
the culvert is submerged for discharges exceeding about 125 cfs. The top 3 
floods may have been somewhat higher than indicated because of storage upstream. 
A 30-minute 100-year storm of 2.65 inches causes a flood of 361 cfs with a runoff 
factor of 0.48. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.48. The first 4 
floods were caused by 10- to 20-year storms. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Mainly silt loams; average permeability is moderate to moderately rapid. 
-158-
LITTLE WABASH RIVER BASIN 
-159-
03 378650 SECOND CREEK TRIBUTARY AT KEPTOWN 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 9' × 9' opening. Rating curve is well defined. 
The culvert was submerged by about 1.6 ft for the top flood of 930 cfs. The 
natural flood peak without submergence would be somewhat higher. 
RO factor; Average runoff factor is O.36. The top flood was caused by a 75" 
to 100-year storm. The other floods were caused by 2- to 10-year storms or 
less. All floods occurred with wet antecednet soil moisture conditions. A 
1.5 hour 100-year storm will yield a flood of about 1140 cfs with 0.36 runoff 
factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Cisne, Bluford, and Hoyleton silt loams; average permeability is 
very slow. 
-160-
03 378980 LITTLE WABASH RIVER TRIBUTARY AT CLAY CITY 
Rating curve: Culvert, 7 ft diameter pipe. The culvert is submerged for 
flood peaks exceeding 300 cfs. Thus, the 3 top floods could have been some­
what higher without submergence. 
RO factor: Raingage stations with hourly data are far from the gaging station 
to estimate storm precipitation over fraction of an hour. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Wynoose and Bluform silt loams; average permeability is very slow. 
-161-
03 379500 LITTLE WABASH RIVER BELOW CLAY CITY 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.40. Top 3 floods were caused by about 
25-, 50-, and 100-year storm with rather wet soil moisture conditions. 
Outlier statistics; No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is very slow. 
-162-
03 379650 MADDEN CREEK NEAR WEST SALEM 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 12' × 4.5' opening. The rating curve shows that 
the culvert is submerged for floods exceeding about 230 cfs, i.e., 17 of the 
21 flood peaks. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.44. The maximum 
flood of 1550 cfs was caused by a 50-year storm with wet antecedent soil 
moisture conditions. A 1-hr 100-year storm will cause a flood of about 1700 
cfs with 0.44 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Cisne, Hoyleton, Bluford, and Ava silt loam; average permeability is 
very slow. 
-163-
03 380300 DUMS CREEK TRIBUTARY NEAR IUKA 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 4' × 4' opening. The culvert is submerged for 
floods exceeding 95 cfs. Thus the top flood of 152 cfs could have been some­
what higher if there was no submergence. 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.72. The maximum flood of 152 cfs was 
caused by a 25-year storm with rather dry antecedent soil moisture conditions. 
The other top 4 floods were caused by 2-year or less storms. A 15-minute 
100-year storm will cause a flood of about 280 cfs with average runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Cisne silt loam; permeability is very slow. 
-164-
03 380450 WHITE FEATHER CREEK NEAR MARLOW 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 9.5 × 5.5' opening. The rating curve is well 
defined. 
RO factor: Recording rainfall stations are far from the gaging station to 
estimate rainfall over fraction of an hour. Nearest hourly-rainfall station 
is 22 miles away. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Bluford, Cisne, and Hoyleton silt loams; average permeability is very 
slow. 
-165-
03 380475 HORSE CREEK NEAR KEENES 
RO factor: The top flood of 17100 cfs was caused by a 50-year storm and wet 
antecedent soil moisture conditions. The remaining 4 top floods were caused by 
2- to 5-year storms on frozen or snow-covered ground or wet soil moisture 
conditions. Average runoff factor is 0.56 
Outlier statistics: One high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Cisne, Hoyleton, Bluford, and Ava silt loams; average permeability is 
very slow. 
-166-
03 380500 SKILLET FORK AT WAYNE CITY 
RO factor: The top flood of 51000 cfs was caused by 2-3 day storm producing 
about 10 inches of catchment rainfall; the estimated recurrence interval is 
300- to 500 years. This storm occurred when soil moisture conditions were 
wet. Average runoff factor for the top 5 floods is 0.64. The top four floods 
with the exception of 51000 cfs, were caused by 2- to 15-yr storms with 
frozen ground, snow on the ground, or wet soil moisture conditions. 
Outlier statistics: One high outlier is indicated at 5% level by one test but 
not by the other. 
Soils: Cisne, Bluford, and Hoyleton silt loams. Average permeability is 
very slow. 
†47 years (1929-1975) plus 7 years (1915-1921) and 4 years (1909-1912). 
-167-
03 381500 LITTLE WABASH RIVER AT CARMI 
RO factor: Average runoff factor is 0.23. The two top floods were caused by 
about a 100-year storm with average soil moisture condition and a 25-year storm 
with very wet soil moisture condition. The remaining 3 floods were caused by 
2- to 5-year storms with very wet soil moisture conditions. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Various types of silt loams; average permeability is very slow. 
-168-
03 381600 LITTLE WABASH RIVER TRIBUTARY NEAR NEW HAVEN 
Rating curve: Box culvert, 6' × 6' opening. The culvert is submerged for flow 
exceeding about 260 cfs. Thus the maximum flood peak of 484 cfs would have been 
somewhat higher if there was no submergence. 
RO factor: Raingage stations with hourly data are far from the gaging station 
to estimate storm precipitation over fraction of an hour. A 15-minute 100-year 
storm will cause a flood peak of 610 cfs with 0.7 runoff factor. 
Outlier statistics: No high outlier is indicated at 5% level. 
Soils: Soil maps not available for White and Gallatin county. 
-169-
